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CATALYTICCOALGASIFICATIONFORHYDROGENPRODUCTION
PILOT PLANTDATAANDSCALEUPCONSIDERATIONS

1.0 INTROr,UCTIONANDSUMMARY

This is the final semiannualreport for a six-year program conductedby
the Energy and EnvironmentalResearchCenter (EERC)exploringthe effectsof
catalyticallyenhanced reactivityof coals to accelerategasificationrates
for the productionof hydrogen and hydrogen-methanemixtures. As a companion
volume (I), released concurrentlywith this report, a brief ExecutiveSummary
report will cover the entire projectchronologicallyand summarizethe salient
conclusions. This semiannualis essentiallya topical report, presenting
detailed analysisof pilot-scalestudiesconductedover the past year, which
has been cited in the precedingsemiannualreport (2).

The effort of the past six months has consistedprimarilyof analysesof
earlier 1-1b/hr continuouspilot-scaletests,done in the final weeks of the
precedingperiod,and the developmentof some correlationsbetweenlaboratory
and pilot data, leadingto some cautious conclusionsregardingthe design of
gasifiers to realize, as far as is possible,the economic advantagesof
catalyticallyenhanced coal-chargasification. This report presentsthis most
recent experimentalresults in enough detail for critical scrutinyby those
who wish to draw on them in support of plans for more extensive pilot efforts
and commercial-scalefeasibilitystudies.

In summary,a wealth of determinationsby thermogravimetricanalysis
(TGA) of coal-charreactivity indicatesthat impressiveenhanceitlentof initial
reaction rates, up to two orders of magnitude,is possibleby additionof
impregnatedalkali c_talysts. TGA is the establishedmethod of definingand
comparingthe reactivityof which determinesthe reaction rate of
devolatilizedchar and stear duce hydr)gen. Reactivityis defined in
detail in AppendixA, taken _ earlierreport for a parallelproject (3).
Continuouspilot plant studies_ring the past year, in differentunits, at
throughputrates from I to 40 Ib/hr, have indicatedmore uncertaintyas to the
effects of catalyticenhancementof reactionrates than is apparentfrom TGA
data alone. Correlationof TGA-defined(batch)reactivitieswith effective
continuousprocess reaction rates would make TGA data far more useful as a
preliminarydesig_linput.

The number and duration of both large (40 Ib/hr) and small
(I to 4 Ib/hr) pilot-scaletests were limitedbecause pilot plant equipment
was in various states of modificationand/or in use for similar but different
purposes. Notwithstandingsuch constraints,the data have provided
significantinsightsas to the nature and definitionof char reactivityand
support so_,especificrecommendationson the design of coal gasification
systemsto re-_lizethe benefits of enhancedreactivitythrough catalysis. In
summary,these conclusionscan be summarizedqualitativelyas follows. Their
order of presentationis generallyrandom and is not a measure of relative
importance. Specific recommendationsare highlighted:

• Impregnationof Wyodak coal with potassiumhydroxide,at a potassium
to fixed carbon ratio of around 0.2 or greater, roughly doublesthe
gasificationreaction rate in fluidizedbeds of limestone. Soluble
potassium,in any convenientform, is recommendedas a rate-enhancing
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catalyst, subject to supply costs and efficiency of recovery by
leaching. This confirms earlier studies (by Exxon and others) using
different coals.

® In a fluidized bed of taconite, the reaction rate enhancement by
potassium impregnation appears at least as great as in a limestone
bed. This was not predicted from TGAmeasurements, which indicate
that limestone makes a small but significant contribution to
reactivity, while taconite alone has essentially no rate-enhancing
properties.

• Reactivity coefficients defined by continuous test results are a
different but closely related property and are over an order of
magnitude lower than standard TGA-determined reactivities numerically,
but appear consistent in the ranking of feed-bed-catalyst conditions
by reaction rate.

• The most useful result from the continuous process unit (CPU) is
determination of specific capacities, defined as pounds per hour of
fixed carbon converted per volume of reaction vessel. This property
shows excellent correlation with CPU-derived reactivities by an
empirical, exponential function, or by an approximate straight line
function for the upper half of the range measured.. This defines
reactor volume for known sets of conditions and desired degree of
fixed carbon conversion.

• The above TGA-determined reactivities of the bed content in two runs
were numerically nearly identical to the corresponding specific
capacity, defined above, within normal experimental scatter. In
future work, if in-bed TGA-determined reactivities, in I/hr, can be
demonstrated to be essentially equal to specific capacity, in (Ib/hr)
per cubic foot, the direct applicability of TGAdata to gasifier
design will be increased tremendously, bypassing much of the more
costly CPUtesting. It is recommended that all future CPU and larger-
scale continuous pilot runs include TGA tests of bed material, to add
to an effective reactivity database.

• The CPU-determined reactivities increase consistently with temperature
and are relatively insensitive to pressure, within the range studied,
and steam/carbon ratio. While a limited experimental matrix covered
different values of the latter two variables, differences were no
greater than experimental scatter. The form of reactivity variation
with temperature is consistent with that observed for TGA-determined
reactivities.

• Potassium impregnation clearly enhances reaction rates, but, in a
practical process, will require an efficient leaching step for
potassium recovery to be economically viable. Ash-leaching studies,
associated with the tests reported here, indicate that potassium
recoveries over 95% can be easily achieved.

• Earlier TGA results suggest that a weight ratio of potassium to fixed
carbon of roughly 0.4 will give maximumreactivity enhancement. It is
believed that at this K/FC ratio active sites (-CO0") on the coal
structure are saturated with K_ ions. Further increasing the K/FC



ratio results in no furtherrate enhancement. This is based on data
for bituminouscoal and wood, but has not been confirmedfor lignite
and subbituminouscoals. It is recommendedthat TGA saturationtest
series be done on any candidatecoal for catalyticgasification.

• For these CPU tests,control over the actualdegree of potassium
impregnationduring feed impregnationprovedmore difficultthan
expected, apparentlyleavinga lot of the KOH catalyst free (nonion-
exchanged) and subjectto segregationduring handling and feeding, as
well as in the gasifieritself. The level of catalysisthus became
another processparametersubject to randomvariationduring the
tests.

• Ash analyses and potassiumbalances for these tests indicated
striking,consistent,but unexplaineddifferencesin the chemical
state of the potassiumbetweenbeds of limestone,taconite,or coal
ash alone. The mobilityof the potassium,and, hence, its catalytic
effectiveness,appearsto be substantiallyenhancedor limitedby its
reactionswith other inorganiccomponentsin the bed or coal ash.
This is based on presumedinorganicequilibrium,achievedover many
hours at steady state,and cannot be observedby TGA data. It is
recommendedthat future fundamentaleffortsin alkali catalysis
includedetailed studieson catalyst-mineralreactions,paralleling
the level of effort at the EERC appliedto equivalentreactionsduring
combustion. Significanttesting in this area can be done in the
EERC's 1-1b/hrCPU.

• The fact that most of the taconite tests showed at least equal
reactivitiesat significantlylower potassiumlevel than the limestone
tests makes taconite'sequal or slightlysuperiorperformancestill
more impressive. Taconite is recommendedas a bed materialfor
gasifier design, site-specificsupply costs permitting. Its potential
for promotingmethaneformationor for sulfur capture is neither
demonstratednor refutedby the data reportedhere. In addition to
at-least-equalcatalyticeffects, taconiteis harder than limestone
and should,therefore,require lower rates of bed replacement.

• Simple theoreticalconsiderationsreveal that standardTGA-determined
reactivitiesreflectonly initialslopes of generallyfirst-order
reaction curves. After longer reactiontimes, at reducedlevels of
fixed carbon, the differencein reactionrates indicatedby TGA data
is much less, accountinggenerallyfor the less strikingreactivity
differencesin CPU data.

• For the above reason,design of fluid-bed(completelymixed) gasifiers
requires a rapidly increasingresidencevolume and capitalcost for
increasinglycompletecarbon consumption. It is, therefore,
recommendedthat overallplant designs should feed all coal, fines
included,into gasifiersand use residualchar for on-site bui'ler
fuel.

• TGA tests on both feed and bed overflowproduct indicatedthat there
is no significantdecrease in reactivityas remainingcarbon is
depleted,which agreeswith basic theory. This refutesa hypothesis



that the effectivereactivityof a coal may reflect a compositeof
reactivitiesof differentmaceralswithin the sample.

• The CPU was operated at feed rates normally used for mild gasification
(pyrolysis)testing,which resulted in generallyhigher levelsof
residualcarbon than would be acceptablein a practicalgasification
process. This enabledmore meaningfulmeasurementsof reactionrates,
which was a major objectiveof these tests, than would be possibleat
near-completecarbon conversion.

• As to productgas composition,variationwith pressure and steam-
carbon ratio was generallyless than the experimentalscatter,while
averagesof all gas yield data showed a variationwith temperature
consistentwith theory.

• The CPU, at I- to 4-1b/hrcapacity,representsthe bare minimum scale
on which gasificationprocessevaluationcan be of significantvalue.
Due to hea* losses, inaccurategas flow measurements,and possibly
irregularfluidization,experimentalscatter exceeded the range of gas
yield and compositionvariablesof interest. It is recommendedthat
any future tests on this unit should involvelonger runs, multiple
replicationsof materialbalanceperiods, and multiple samplingsof
all products during each in order to provide statisticalcredibility.

• In all gas samples,H2S levels fell below the detectableanalytical
limit, precludingany observationof sulfur capture potentialfor the
conditionsstudied. This is consistentwith the use of low-sulfur
(S = 0.63% maf) Wyodak coal.

• To augmentTGA and CPU methods for feed-catalyst-conditionscreening,
a new researchtool, the integratedbench-scalegasifier (IBG) has
completedpreliminaryshakedowntestingand shows a very good
possibilityof essentiallyreplicatingTGA data on a larger scale, of
200-300grams, as comparedwith 20-50 milligrams for the TGA. Unlike
TGA, this unit can providesamplesof residualchar and condensible
liquid coproductslarge enough for complete analysis,and multipleor
replicategas samples. Extensiveuse of this unit is presently
scheduledfor two relatedprojects.

• Data from the last successful,weeklong run by EERC's continuous
40-1b/hr processdemonstrationunit (PDU), for Wyodak coal in a bed of
limestone,were reviewedfor comparisonwith the CPU data reported
here. Specific capacitydata, Ib of _ixed carbon convertedper hour,
per cubic foot of reactorvolume,were over twice as great for the PDU
as for the CPU, establishingthe CPU data as a conservativebasis for
preliminarygasifier design.

• It must not be forgottenthat processheat for the CDU is provided
electrically,so that gas yields and concentrationsof hydrogenor
methane are unrealisticallyhigh. Future interpretationof CPU data
should includecalculationof the amount of additionalcoal that would
be consumed to supply processheat in a real-worldgasifier,assuming
variousheat utilizationefficiencies.



• Results from this and parallel studiesare still inconclusive
regardingthe potentialuse of sodiumas an economical alternativeto
potassiumas a gasificationcatalyst. Large PDU-scaletests are
needed to determinewhether preimpregnationof sodium or potassiumon
feed coal, as homogeneouscatalysts,will result in the agglomeration
problems observedwith heterogeneous(cored)trona and nahcolite
earlier in this project. Because of the very small bed size, the CPU
is not recommendedfor studyingmechanicalfactors affectingbed
fluidization.

• For firm engineeringdesign data and identificationof operating
problems,future pilot plant efforts should be done on a significantly
bigger capacity scale than the EERC PDU system describedhere. Such a
facilitymust be built for and dedicatedto the single purposeof
hydrogen/methaneproduction,on a budgetaryscale large enough to
ensure complete shakedownoperationand extended runs of at least a
week on each set of conditionsconsidered,with severalreplications
of all runs showing promise for commercial-scaledesigns.

• EERC has on hand nearly all the componentsto assemble a substantially
larger pilot gasifier system than the PDU used in this project. The
vessel, partial feed system, and gas cleanup train may be suitablefor
up to twenty times the PDU capacityat near ambient pressures,with
further increasespossible at pressuresto possibly 35 atmospheres.
The vessel is large enough to accommodatemultiple bed and feed
configurations.

• As an alternativeapproach to furtherprocess development,small
demonstrationgasificationprojectsshould be considered,preferably
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integratedwith utilityplants to minimize capital and fixed operating
costs of facilitiesand auxiliarysystems. If/whensuch a system is
in operation,relativelyinexpensivetasks would be to vary the bed
material and impregnatebatches of feed coal, for severalweeks of
operation,with potassiumor other catalysts. The first step along
this route would consistof site-specificfeasibilitystudiesto
establishthe costs and benefits of such demonstrationplants.

2.0 BACKGROUND

Since the mid-1970s,the United States has been in a state of
apprehensionover the next energy crisis and in eager anticipationof the next
generationof energy supplies. While still unresolved,it appearsreasonably
certain that, for decades to come, the U.S. will, or should,rely increasingly
on coal, simply because it is cheap, and we have an abundanceof it. It is
also apparentthat somewherewithin the continuallyshifting,multiple
scenariospredicted,there will be an expandedmarket for hydrogen,either as
an end productor an essentialintermediate. This observationis summarized
in Figure I, showingthe full array of potentialmarkets for hydrogen from
coal. The most economicallyproven sourceof hydrogen is reformationof
natural gas, itself a valuable commodityand of potentiallylimitedsupply.
In any scenarioof complete energy independence,naturalgas is too ideal a
fuel for domestic heating and short-termemergencyutility and industrialuses
to deplete for massive hydrogen productionfor any extended (multidecade)
period. Efficientelectrolytichydrogen productionu_ing wind or solar power
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is still decades of developmentaway from economic feasibility. Therefore,
any medium-termpolicy to significantlyacceleratecommercial productionfor
the markets noted in Figure I must depend upon coal. In order for the
potentialof coal as a hydrogen source to be realized,valid process data must
be generated, from which process optionsand gasifierdesigns of maximumyield
and minimum capital and productioncost can be identified.

The emphasis of this project has been on the effects of catalysis,to
reduce reaction severityand reduce capitalcosts, with gasifierand process
design of interestonly to realize on a practicalscale the benefitsof
catalysisas indicatedby TGA data. As an overallprogram rationale,the
increasingscale of catalystscreeningat the EERC, in terms of size and
research cost, is indicatedby Figure 2. TGA screeningis well establishedas
a standard evaluationtool, is relativelyinexpensive,and has providedmost
of the useful data to date, indicatingthe substantialincreasesin the
reaction rate betweencoal char and steam to produce hydrogen that are
possible throughcatalysis. The IBG (integratedbench-scalegasifier) system
allows larger-scalebatch testing,providinggas, solid, and liquid product
samples large enough for thoroughanalyses. This device was completedtoo
recently to generatesignificantdata within the funded period of this
project, although some shakedowntests will be discussedbriefly in this
report,to demonstrateits potentialas a researchtool.

The CPU (continuousprocessunit) system is a minimum-scale,"near-
simulation"of continuous,fluid-bedprocessconditions,falling short of
achievingfull-scaleprocessconditionsonly in that it is externally
(electrically)heated, so that product gases are unrealisticallyrich, being
undiluted by the CO2 from the burning of extra feed to provide internal
process heat. Most of the data presentedin this report were g_ileratedby CPU
tests. This unit was designedprimarilyfor char production (mild
gasification),rather than for complete gasification,somewhatlimiting its
usefulness. However,the incompleteconsumptionof char, in effect,allowed
study of the catalyzedgasificationreactionsunder conditionsof varying
carbon levels in the fluidizedbed. Finally,the PDU (processdemonstration
unit) is a complete processsimulation,capableof generating process
engineeringdata and realisticmaterial balancesfor selected process
conditions.

Earlier in this project,the PDU was operatedsuccessfully,generating
an array of useful data, until it was shut down, modified, and semi-integrated
into pilot facilitiesfor mild gasificationand pressurizedfluid-bed
combustion. Followingthis renovation,a substantialamount of time and
fundingwas requiredto bring the unit to full operationalstatus.
Consequently,there was little useful, steady-statedata on catalyticsteam
gasification,and scheduledruns were scaleddown to the CPU level, producing
most of the conclusionsof this report. (As a note on nomenclature,the PDU
and CPU definitionsapply to this report and EERC work during the past two
years. Some earlier EERC reports (4) refer to the 40-1b/hr unit as a CPU.)

By way of broader background,some earlier PDU data and some proposed
plant design conceptsfrom this and parallelprojectswill be discussed,
relative to the conclusionsdrawn from the data presentedhere. Detailed TGA
and prerenovationPDU results have been publishedearlier (4,5),as well as
has a marketingstudy of commercialhydrogenfrom a hypothetical,commercial-
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scale plant (6). The PDU data were used as the basis for an outside
subcontractor, Black and Veatch (B&V), to do an engineering feasibility study
(7) based on the best available set of PDU operating data. That study assumed
a straightforward, though inefficient, gasification process design, with
alternatives for hydrogen, methanol, or electricity via fuel cells as the end
products. That study assumed a western subbituminous coal in a limestone bed,
with no other catalyst. An earlier, definitive study by Exxon (8) considered
a process using an eastern bituminous coal, catalyzed by potassium
impregnation, to produce a gas high in both hydrogen and methane, followed by
shift conversion for methane (synthetic natural gas) production. An ongoing,
parallel study by the EERC (experimental) and Fluor-Daniel Engineers (F-D),
under subcontract to Energy Research Corporation (ERC), assumes an eastern
bituminous coal to produce hydrogen-methane mixtures for advanced fuel cells,
which, in turn, may produce electricity at overall efficiencies approaching
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60%. This study has also addressedthe use of potassium-impregnated
bituminouscoal. It has so far produced a multioptionengineeringcost study
(g), by F-D, assuming the same bituminouscoal (IllinoisNo. 6) in a limestone
bed. Though beyond the scope and budget of this report,these studiesshould
be reviewed in the light of the experimentalconclusionsreported.

3.0 OBJECTIVES

3.I Project Objectives

The broadly definedobjectivesof this report are as follows:

• To determine gasifieroperatingconditionsand catalyst selectionsto
maximize the productionof hydrogen,methane, condensibleproducts,
marketable char and activatedcarbon

• To develop kineticmodels, based on empiricaldata, to predictproduct
yields under real-worldconditions

• To explore the potentialfor in-bedsulfur capture by selectionof bed
and catalyst material

• To apply the above objectivesprimarilyto lignite and _ubbituminous
coals, with extensionsto bituminouscoals where convenient

3.2 Process and Plant Design Objectives

All indications are that significant enhancement of throughput capacity,
and possibly of hydrogen and methane yields is possible by catalysis, but is
of little practicalutility until reflectedin viable commercial-scaleplant
designs. Any processdesign, even a preliminaryone for rough economic
feasibilityevaluation,must assume the best selectionpossible of catalysts
and design of a gasifier to realizethe maximum advantagesindicatedby
experimentaldata.available,howevermarginalor incomplete. While the data
reportedhere are not sufficientas a basis for reliablegasifier plant
designs, they are reportedwith the plant design applicationin mind to assist
those interestedin the practical(economic)application.

3.3 Report Objectives

With the completion of this project, the goal of this report is to
extract the maximumuseful content from the recent pilot-scale data at the
EERC, both from the viewpoint of preliminary process design and of fundamental
understanding of the kinetics of steam-coal reactions in a fluidized-bed
environment. A secondary goal is to preserve, through documentation and the
discussion of data, the various "loose ends" of unanswered questions, to be
addressed in any follow-on efforts.

4.0 THEORETICAL: BATCH AND CONTINUOUSREACTIVITIES

The overall purposeof this project has been to identifycatalyststo
substantiallyenha,_cethe reactivityof coals and to improvegasifier
efficiency,through lower reaction severity,for the productionof hydrogen
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and methane. Thermogravimetricanalysis (TGA), on which the definitionand
measurementof reactivityis based, has demonstratedthat coal reactivitycan
be increasedby as much as two orders of magnitudeby the proper selectionof
catalysts. A detailed definitionof reactivityand a descriptionof how it is
measured (3) is includedas AppendixA. Table I shows an array of standard
reactivitiesfor a varietyof coals,with and without various catalysts,from
TGA tests at the EERC over the past seven years, done under a numberof
differentprojects. The salientconclusionfrom these data is that low-rank
coals (lignitesand subbituminous)are more reactive than high-rank
(bituminous)coals and that the use of some catalystsgreatly enhancesthe
native or intrinsicreactivity. To be of practicalvalue, it is essentialto
predictto what extent this enhancedreactivityof all ranks of coal may be
achievedin continuousgasifiers.

For TGA data to be truly relevantto catalystevaluation,it is
essentialto determinethe degree to which TGA-determinedreactivitiescan be
correlatedwith measured reactionrates in continuous systems.

The dominant reaction in coal gasification,whose rate determinesthe
overallrate of conversionto gases, is the steam-charreaction:

C + 2HRO--2H2 + C02." "C" in this case refers to the nonvolatilecarbon,
which is approximatedby the fixed carbon, FC, as reported in the standard
proximateanalysis,which is the variable actuallymeasured during standard
TGA tests. The larger weight of total carbon, as reported in a standard
ultimateanalyses, is not used here, since the difference is includedin the
volatilefraction,which pyrolysesquite rapidlyat gasificationtemperatures.
The overallrate of carbon consumptionis dominated by the slower steam-char
or steam-carbonreaction. This reactioncan usually be representedby a
first-orderreaction rate, which is determinedby the differentialequation:

-(dC/dt) = koCn

and its exponential solution, for n = 1, which is:

C(t) = C(O) e"k°t

where C(t) is the amount of fixed carbon in the reaction zone at any time, t,
in hours. The exponent,n, is the reaction order, generally assumedequal to
I as a simplifyingapproximation. The initialweight of carbon,not a weight
or mol fraction, is defined as C(O), at t = O. In a batch reaction,such as
the TGA analysis, at the moment the reactionstarts, the rate or slope of
carbon decrease is at its maximum:

dC/dt = -kot, or C(t) = C(O)-kot,at C(t)-0

and decreasesas the carbon is consumed,much like a fire dying down. In a
standardTGA analyses,the approximateor standard reactivity,k, with no
subscript,is defined as the averagerate of the first 50% of the carbon
consumed. Figure 3 shows a normalizedexponentialcurve, C(t), for an

arbitrarilyassumed value of ko = 2.0, the initial slope, k_and a tangentline, .presenting-the reducedrate of carbon loss when C _ .._. Added to
these J_ a hypotheticalstraightline, connectingthe initial (100%)and the
50% points,which is used to define standardreactivity,k. Note that it
shows a slope intermediatebetweenthe absolute or true reactivity,ko, and
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TABLE I

Reactivities(K, I/hr) of Raw and CatalyzedCoals
by ThermogravimetricAnalysis

Temperature,=C 650 700 750 800

Velva (ND) Lignite
No Catalyst 0.30 1.35 2.10 3.55

10% K2COJ 1.35 4.06 8.17 34 80
10% Trona (NazCO3) 1.92 6.05 16.46
10% Limestone 0.48 0.81 6.49 15.50
20% Limestone 0.55 5.00 8.76 15.00
10% Taconite 1.33 1.63 2.85
10% Taconite,4% Trona 3.56 8.46

Wyodak (WY) Subbituminous
No Catalyst a* 0.37 1.16 1.31 3.05

10% KzCO3 a 1.25 4.30 8.24 13.48
10% Trona, 10% Taconite a 1.00 3.33 7.65
No Catalyst b 0.70 1.20 2.70

10% K2C% b 4.00 5.20 7.20
No Catalyst c 2.34
2.8% K c 2.81
5.5% K c 2.86
8.4% K c 4.74
11.2% K c 4.55
14.0% K c 5.67

15,8% K c 7.93
No Catalyst d 0.84 0.94 2.23

10% K2CO3 d 9.87 11.13 13.07
No Catalyst • 1.33 3.28 7.33
Limestone e 1.26 3.01 3.86

CaO (6% Ca++l e 3.80 6.36 15.74
CaSO4 (6% Ca"+) e 2.77
Ca(C2H]02)z (6% Ca*+) • 4.55

Illinois#6 _itumnous
No Catalyst 0.07 0.14 0.33

10% KzCO3 4 36
10% Wood Ash, Cold Leach. 0.95 2 60 8.54
10% Wood Ash, Hot Leach. 0.61 3 01 5.15
20% Limestone 0 59 1.45
20% Dolomite 0 25 0.90

18% Limestone,2% KzCO3 0 36
15% Limestone,5% KzCO3 0 89
12.6% Limestone,7.4% K2CO3 3 55
10% Limestone,10% K2CO3 5 38
15% Taconite,5% ICaCO3 0 15
10% Taconite,10% KzCO3 4 97
5% Taconite,15% l(zCO3 4 17

IndianaBituminous

No Catalyst 0.18 0.16 0.31
CaO (6% Ca++) 0.21 0.58 1.26

CaSO4 (6% Ca++) 0.17 0.32 1.17
Ca(C2H3Oz)z (6% Ca++) 0.66

• a-e indicatetest serieson five differentWyodak coals, some from differentmines,
indicatingvariation in coal type.
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Figure 3. Standard and "true"reactivitiesfor steam-charreaction.

50% tangent line. In a typical set of TGA data, the distinctionbetweenthe k
line, the k_ line, and the exponentialcurve is generallynot obvious in this
range, due _.othe combinedeffectsof experimentalscatterand minor
deviations from first-orderbehavior. The standarddefinitionof reactivity,
k, without subscript,is thus based on this easy-to-readline on experimental
data plots, such as the severalexamples shown in AppendixA.

Throughout this study, analysesof data assume first-orderbehavior.
TGA data indicate,however, that heavily alkali-catalyzedreactionstend to
have lower order reactivities,with n < 1.0, which results in a faster
-dC/dt, which tends less to slow down as carbon is depleted. In this respect,
all conclusionsthat can be drawn from this work, regardingthroughputor
gasifier size, will err on the conservativeside. Real-worldreaction rates
are thus expected to be a bit faster.

To relate the TGA-derived,standardreactivity,k, to the absolute

k o a straightline = 50/t_o,where tsoreactivity, note that k is the slope f_
- -In(0.5)/(-_<'o)is the time at which C(tj - 50%. By rearrangingthe

normalizedexponentialfunctionabove and settingC(O) = 1, k = O'7215k°e°rthk°- 1.386k. This difference is relatively insignificant,comparedwith
differences in reactivitywith temperatureand for differer,t coals and
catalysts, shown in Table i.

Returningto Figure3, the 50% tangent line roughlyrepresentsthe
reaction rate that the hypotheticalcoal or char is experiencingwhen it is
50% depleted by the reaction. Consider next a fluidized-bedgasifier,with a
continuous bed overflow,as is the case of the contipuousprocess unit

12



describedbelow. If the overflow,at steady-stateconditions,contains50% of
the fixed carbon enteringthe system, it may be valid to say that this slope
dC/dt, determined by a material balance,equals the reaction rate at C = 50%.
Recombinedas the above differentialequation,the reactivitymight be
reconstructedas:

k = -0.7215 (dC/dT)/C

which, by definition, should be valid for any value of C as the amount of
carbon remaining. Therefore, if such a reactor is sized to achieve 95% carbon
(FC) conversion, the average or effective reaction rate would be the slope at
C(t) - 0.05, shown as a straight line, starting at the origin, near the top
of Figure 3. This would clearly apply in the case of a plug flow reactor, at
its discharge (top) end, with the higher ko value at its bottom end. However,
if a fluidized-bed reactor is assumedcompletely mixed, the overflow will be a
mixture of particles that have been in the reactor for very different lengths
of time, each representing a degree of depletion at different points along the
C(t) curve. Therefore, it must be emphasized that the easily measured
"reactivity" in a continuously and presumably completely mixed reactor is not
the same parameter as that measured by the standard TGAtest. So let us
hereby define the "continuous reactivity" as"

kc = (dC/dt)/C

where C is the fraction of the amount (kg or lb) of fixed carbon content in
the reactor bed, determined by analysis of the bed overflow stream, leaving
the system unreacted. With this assumption, the choice of units is consistent
with that of the definitive equation assumed in TGA analyses, (kg/hr)/kg -
1/hr, where both weights can be expressed on a per volume basis for gasifier
scaling studies. C must not be confused with simply the FC content (%) of the
reactor bed, which is often higher than that of the feed stream,due to rapid
loss of the carbon in volatiles.

If we plot the exponentialfunctionC(t) = 100 e"k°tfor differentvalues
of ko, or k, the advantagesof increasedreactivityare fairly obvious, as
shown by the examples in AppendixA, many of which appear to be straightlines
down to fairly low levels of residualcarbon, indicatingless than first-order
reaction;that is, n < I in the more general equation. If we assume first-
order behavior, however,and extend all C(t) curves to 90% completion,we note
that the slopes of the high-k curves are eventuallyless than those of the
Iow-k curves. In Figure 4, using the general equation,C(t) = 100 e"k°t,the
derivatives,dC/dt, are plottedagainsttime. Note that, notwithstandingthe
great difference in initiaLlrates, the ranking of reaction rates is
eventuallyreversed. In other words, assuming first-orderbehaviorto apply,
the longer a unit charge of carbon is retained in a reactionzone to achieve
near-completeconversion,the less are the advantagesof an enhanced
reactivity. Such long residencetimes, however,will generallybe beyond
those of any commercialsignificance.

As a less simplisticmodel of reactivity,for specificsets of
reactivitydata, the actualor calculatedreaction rate which is also normally
reported becomes more significant. See Appendix A for a more thorough
discussionof calculated,as opposedto assumed, first-orderreactivities.
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Figure 4. Reactionrates vs. time for differentk values.

In a completelymixed, fluidized-bedreactor,with a low and uniform
residualcarbon level, there arises a questionof how much differencea
greatly enhanced reactivity,k, can make in throughputcapacity. This
questionwill be addressedfurther in a later section, in the analysisof
experimentaldata.

There also arises the questionof how and whether a k: from a continuous
reactorcan be mathematicallyrelatedto a k_ from TGA results. It is
tempting,referringto Figure3, to add another line, from the 100% originto
some C(x), t(x) point along the curve, where C(x) is the amountof carbon in a
reactor bed at time t(x), which might be the averagetime in the bed of all
reacting particles. Definingthe slope of such a line as kc furtherdefines a
fictitiousCO point at which C(t) - 100% at t - O. This would be the initial
weight of carbon in the reactorbed if it had been a batch reactionat an
unknown ko, defining a first-orderfunctionpassingthrough C(x), t(x). This
assumptionnow defines the followingtwo cquations:

"kot
C(X) = Co e

kc = (Co - C(x))/t(x)

Unfortunately,these two equationscentainthree unknowns: CO, ko, and t(x)
and, therefore, appear unsolvable. Clearly, any other-than-empiricalko =
f(kc) function would be valuable in predictingcontinuousprocessbehavior
from the far cheaper TGA data and warrantsfurther investigation.
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5.0 CONTINUOUSPROCESS UNIT

5.1 Apparatus and ExperimentalProcedure

EERC's continuous process unit is shown schematically in Figure 5. A
mixture of sized coal, bed makeup, and catalyst is fed from the pressurized
feed hopper through a precalibrated feed auger. The feed hopper is weighed at
the beginning and end of mass balance periods. Water is fed to an electric
boiler/superheater by an accurate metering pump. Nitrogen is metered in by a
rotameter, backed up by weighings of the source cylinder. The system is rated
for about 150 psig, although operation at this pressure was limited by the
capacity of the solid feed system and minor leakage problems. All vapors are
cooled and condensed in stages. Solid and liquid products are collected and
weighed as often as collection pots fill up and at the end of each material
balance period. Not shown in Figure 5 are several dozen thermocouples, by
which temperatures throughout the system are monitored continuously. All
solid feeds and product samples are available for proximate and ultimate
analyses and x-ray fluorescence analyses of their ash components. A run is
defined as at least a 4-hour material balance period, after steady-state
operation has been achieved, which may take eight or more hours.

The combined gas flow, following condensation of nearly all water and
liquid organic products, is metered through a continuous displacement gas
meter of limited accuracy. A gas bag sample is taken at least once per
balance period for analysis by gas chromatography (GC). A preliminary
material balance is done, using standard software developed by EERC's mild
gasification project. Printouts are included in Appendix B. Cumulative
inaccuracies in gas flow measurements show up here as deviation from a perfect
closure on the nitrogen balance. All exit gas flows, based on GCanalyses,
are adjusted in the same proportion until the nitrogen balance shows a 100%
closure, assuming the accuracy of the nitrogen feed measurement.

The component gases are then normalized and reported on a dry, inert-
free basis. This and all analyses are then fed into a graphic_ "user-
friendly" data reduction program composed for this project, for which an
example is included as Appendix B, along with summary sheets for all seventeen
runs reported here. Data for each run are then stored on disk for later,
detailed analyses.

The analyses of blended feeds for these series of tests are shown in
Table 2. An initial objective was to apply the KOHcatalyst intimately onto
the coal in a ratio of about 0.12 mols of potassium per mol of FC (fixed
carbon), determined by proximate analysis. This was done by dissolving
pellets of 87% KOH in minimal water, mixing with the raw coal, and then
redrying. The final, as-fed blends of raw or impregnated coal were then
analyzed. It is now suspected that substantial amounts of the KOHdid not
undergo ion exchange with the coal and were present only as a surface
deposition, allowing it to separate during grinding, thus causing the wide
differences in K/FC mol ratios in Table 2 and in reactor bed analyses reported
later.

When the system is started up, gas, solid, and condensate products are
sampled and weighed through several complete change-outs of the reactor
vessel, until repeatable weights, as well as constant temperatures, pressures
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and flow rates, suggest that steady state is achieved. This normallyrequires
at least eight hours. All productcollectionpots are then emptied,and a
standard,4-hour material balance period is started. Solid productsare
collectedand analyzed for both the bed overflowand the cyclone,shown in
Figure 5. The distributionand analysis of the two solid samplesprovidethe
primarymeasure of the degree of completenessof the reaction and the extent
of carryover,which, in turn, indicateswhether fluidizationvelocitywas
adequateor excessive. Screen analysesof the bed and cyclone solidswould
also indicatethe degree of attritionand requiredbed makeup rate. In this
series,however, the bed was fed at a high rate, ensuring substantialbed
overflowso that a significantamount of unreactedcarbon could providesome
indicationof the reactivityat the conditionscovered.

Solid and gas samples,to be analyzedaft.orthe run, are normallytaken
at a time late in the 4-hour material balanceperiod. In the first seven
tests reported here, two or three sets of solid and gas sampleswere taken,
abo_Ittwo hours apart, and analyzed separatelyto indicatethe range of
variationduring the materialbalance period. This procedurewas not
continuedthrough the entire series,however, in the interestof economy.

5.2 ExperimentalObjectivesand Rationale

The intent of these experimentswas to go through a minimalarray of
temperatures,pressures,and steam-carbonratios for steam gasificationof
Wyodak coal, impregnatedwith potassiumhydroxide,in fluidizedbeds of
limestoneand taconite. A bed makeup rate of 20% limestoneor taconite is
assumed. A short initialseriesof four runs used raw Wyodak coal and
limestone,without potassiumimpregnation,as a basis of comparison. Earlier
TGA data (2) establishesthat limestonealone is a cheap, moderatelyeffective
catalyst;that taconite alone has essentiallyno catalyticeffect;and that
reactivityenhancementby KOH impregnationis substantiallygreaterthan the
differencebetween limestoneand taconite.Taconite is also of interestfor

its possiblepromotionof the methanationreactionand as a possiblesulfur-
captureagent in the 600°-650°Crange, at which, in combinationwith higher
pressures,methane productionis favored.The temperaturerange selectedfor
these tests, 600° to 700°C, is below the range known to offer good
gasificationrates, but was selectedto best observethe effectsof catalysis,
in terms of both increasedmethaneyields and the potentialeconomyof
operationat lower temperatures.

An experimentalmatrix consistedof tests at temperaturesof 600°, 650°,
and 700°C for the cases of K-impregnatedcoal, with a few digressionsto
higher pressuresand steam/carbonratios. For comparison,four tests were
done with raw coal in a limestonebed, which was the basic operatingcondition
used in earlier PDU tests (5) and which was the basis for subsequent
engineeringand cost study (g).

5.3 Summaryof Data

Complete printoutsof data for two runs are presented in AppendixB,
while summariesfor all runs are covered in Tables 3-A, 3-B, and 3-C for the
cases of raw-coal-plus-Iimestone,impregnated-coal-plus-Iimestone,and
impregnated-coal-plus-taconite,respectively. The definitionof these
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TABLE2

CPUFeed Analysis

Run Nos. Raw Coal M-216-220 M-221-227 M-228-234

Bed Makeup --- Limestone Limestone Taconite
% of Feed --- 20.0 20.0 22.5
ImpregnatedCatalyst* --- None KOH KOH

Proximate%
Moisture 28.60 21.30 20.70 20.70
Dry Basis
VolatiIes 45.29 48.40 46.32 39.22
Fix Carbon (FC) 47.84 35.20 28.70 28.50
Ash 6.87 16.40 24.98 32.28

Ultimate (MAF),%**
Hydrogen 5.I0 4.63 3.82 3.55
Carbon 73.49 67.94 64.O0 48.51
Nitrogen O.91 O.85 O.82 O.64
Sulfur 0.63 0.16 0.42 0.44
Oxygen 19.84 36.40 30.89 14.56

XRFA, % of Ash
SiO_ 25.90 7.68 12.60 47.50

Al2(_3 13.90 4.57 8.20 3.52
Fe203 7.36 3.14 4.50 28.00
CaO 24.30 73.30 12.00 4.99
MgO 8.90 4.77 4.50 2.17
Na_O 2.07 0.35 0.90 0.37
K_ 0.35 0.53 47.70 8.87
SO 15.40 5.25 8.70 4.38
Ot_er 1.82 0.41 0.90 0.20

Mol-Equivalents/MolFC*
K. 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.04
Ca*+ 0.05 0.49 0.15 0.08
Fe*+* 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.44

* Based on analyses of coal-catalyst-bedmixtures,as fed.
** Variation in ultimateanalysis reflectsinteractionof coal's carboxyl

(-C00.) and other organicfunctionalitieswith mobile inorganicsof
limestone,taconite,and/or KOH.

variables is self-evident. They are discussedand trends identifiedin the
followingsection.

Table 4, subdividedinto three correspondingsections,compares
reliabilityfactors suggestedas predictionsof the data's validity. For the
first seven runs, where double samplingwas done, these factorsincluderates
of change in hydrogen contentof productgas, and of fixed carbon and
volatiles in both the bed overflow and cyclone solid products,all expressed
as percent change during the 2-hour intervalbetweensamples. Where this
variation is greater than 10%/2 hours, the data are identifiedas flawed by
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TABLE3-A

CPU Run Summary
Bed: Limestone

Other Catalyst: None

Run No. M- 216 217 218 220

Run Specifications
Temperature,°C 700.0 600.0 700.0 700.0
Pressure, atm 2.4 2.4 6.1 2.4
Feed, Ib/hr 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8

Ib maf/hr 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.2
Steam/CarbonMol Ratio 2.57 2.65 2.4 1.72

Process ResponseFactors
FC Consumed,% 17.88 34.97 55.23 55.13
maf Consumed,% 40.39 54.97 64.61 63.33
Prod. Gas (Dry, N2-free)
% H_ 56.75 46.13 62.58 58.58
% cFI4 7.70 18.75 6.54 7.96
% CO 6.01 4.48 0.65 8.16
% CO 29.29 30.35 26.94 24.99
% Ot_er 0.25 0.29 0.35 0.31
Rate, scfh 22.50 8.98 21.50 21.35

Wt. Gas/maf Feed 0.82 0.35 0.66 0.72
Wt. Gas/FC Consumed 9.07 2.01 2.38 2.60
Wt. H2/maf Feed 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.05
Wt H2/FC Consumed 0.61 0.10 0.21 0.19
Wt CH4/mafFeed 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06
Wt CH4/FC Consumed 0.66 0.32 0.17 0.21

Cyclone Fines, Ib/hr 1.09 0.10 0.11 0.10
% Volatiles 29.93 32.99 31.57 27.32
% FC 43.29 42.79 40.17 49.00
% Ash 26.79 24.23 28.29 23.67
maf, % of maf Feed 5.40 6.33 6.57 6.27

Bed Overflow,Ib/hr 0.11 0.80 0.64 0.75
% Volatiles 34.43 27.91 31.73 30.78
% FC 27.99 44.37 35.44 30.05
% Ash 38.08 26.73 32.84 34.19
mar, % of maf Feed 65.90 47.53 35.75 37.60
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TABLE 3-B

CPU Run Summary
Bed: Limestone

Other Catalyst: KOH Impregnation

Run No. M- 221 222 223 224 225 226 227

Run Specifications
Temperature,°C 700 600 700 700 650 650 600
Pressure,atm 2.4 2.4 2.4 6.1 2.4 2.4 2.4
Feed, Ib/hr 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8

Ib ,naf/hr 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.03
Steam/CarbonMol Ratio 2.41 2.73 1.45 2.3 2.56 1.09 1.17

Process Response Factors
FC Consumed,% 75.52 21.36 68.22 69.43 54.83 45.66 29.37
mar Consumed,% 65.20 33.18 62.09 64.70 62.90 62.87 54.98
Prod. Gas (Dry N2-free)
% H_ 63.12 59.96 56.19 63.86 60.43 60.86 56.67
% CB4 2.72 9.00 7.45 6.25 5.67 6.01 9.55
% CO 8.68 2.07 16.56 5.33 6.54 6.36 3.68
% CO 25.44 28.69 19.59 24.57 56.56 25.86 29.73
% Ot_er 0.04 0.29 0.21 0.00 0.80 0.91 0.39
Rate, scfh 32.28 10.60 24.90 27.73 18.48 18.05 12.05

Wt. Gas/mar Feed 1.25 0.43 0.98 1.02 0.74 0.71 0.51
Wt. Gas/FC Consumed 2.86 3.46 2.49 2.88 2.64 3.05 3.42
Wt. H2/maf Feed 0.10 0.03 0.07 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.03
Wt H2/FC Consumed 0.24 0.26 0.18 0.25 0.20 0.24 0.24
Wt CHJmaf Feed 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.05
Wt CHJFC Consumed 0.08 0.31 0.19 0.20 0.15 0.09 0.31

Cyclone Fines, Ib/hr 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.09
% Volatiles 35.66 37.21 33.40 38.27 36.90 34.80 26.80
% FC 20.48 21.04 22.80 17.35 22.00 33.96 40.20
% Ash 43.87 41.76 43.50 44.38 41.10 41.20 33.00
mar, % of mar Feed 5.74 5.52 5.99 5.43 5.16 4.58 5.87

Bed Overflow, Ib/hr 0.63 0.88 0.68 0.77 0.74 0.71 0.83
% Volatiles 36.39 33.25 33.30 36.90 32.20 27.60 26.80
% FC 19.48 50.84 24.10 18.50 29.30 37.40 40.20
% Ash 44.09 32.66 42.60 44.70 38.50 34.90 33.00
maf, % of mar Feed 34.49 71.71 37.83 41.62 44.30 44.92 54.14
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TABLE 3-C

CPU Run Summary
Bed: Taconite

Other Catalyst: KOH Impregnation

Run No. M- 228 229 230 231 233 234

Run Specifications
Temperature,°C 600 700 600 700 650 650.0
Pressure,atm 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
Feed, Ib/hr 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8

Ib maf/hr 1.02 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
Steam/CarbonMol Ratio 1.03 1.81 2.07 1.16 2.11 1.04

Process Response Factors
FC Consumed,% 62.89 80.83 57.07 71.60 58.63 50.13
mar Consumed,% 67.92 78.62 68.25 77.90 71.12 67.33
Prod. Gas (Dry, N2-free)
% H_ 57.03 61.50 60.13 59.48 60.10 60.40
% CFI4 8.61 3.71 6.90 4.36 5.90 6.10
CO 2.47 8.52 2.03 10.81 4.20 4.90

% CO 31.61 25.79 30.61 24.84 28.70 27.00
% Ot_er 0.28 0.48 0.28 0.50 1.10 1.60
Rate, scfh 9.98 35.00 11.85 13.35 20.33 17.98

Wt. Gas/mar Feed 0.47 1.50 0.53 0.58 0.90 0.78
Wt. Gas/FC Consumed 1.20 2.99 1.50 1.31 2.40 2.50
Wt. H2/maF Feed 0.03 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.06
Wt. HJFC Consumed 0.08 0.23 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.19
Wt. CH4/maffeed 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.05
Wt. CHJFC Consumed 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.06 0.14 0.15

Cyclone Fines, Ib/hr 0.20 0.22 0.19 0.16 0.18 0.17
% Volatiles 17.70 14.50 21.00 20.65 18.40 17.60
% FC 0.99 i.16 0.27 0.81 1.82 0.86
% Ash 81.30 81.40 78.80 78.54 74.76 81.52
mar, % of mar Feed 3.90 4.32 4.30 3.64 3.78 3.26

1.12 0.75 0.88 0.66 0.79 0.87
Bed Overflow,Ib/hr 17.50 19.70 17.20 16.35 16.20 15.50
% Volatiles 19.40 14.70 28.70 25.23 30.46 33.70
% FC 63.10 65.50 59.10 58.92 53.50 50.80
% Ash 51.77 27.22 42.53 28.83 38.82 44.92
mar, % of mar Feed
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TABLE 4

Data ReliabilityFactors

A. Bed: Limestone

Other Catalyst: None

Run No. M- 216 217 218 220

InputN2 Accounted for 140 119 100 90
Input H20 Accounted for 78 88 50 64
InputAsh Accountedfor 140 I00 102 11B
InputCarbonAccounted for 106 75 69 76
Inputmaf Accounted for 112 109 107 I07
Numberof Gas Samples 2 2 1 2
H2 Variation (i) % 2.4 7.5 .... 1.0

CycloneAsh Samples 2 2 3 2
Volume Variation,% -5.6 3.4 0.2 -2.6
FC Variation,% 4.6 -2.6 -2.2 1.8

Bed Overflow Samples 2 2 3 2
Volume Variation,% 8.9 0.7 1.4 1.5
FC Variation,% -20.4 -0.6 1.7 -12.7

Flawed Data? (2) NSS/BMB .........

B. Bed: Limestone

Other Catalyst: KOH Impregnation

i Run No. M- 221 222 223 224 225 226 227

Input N2 Accountedfor 99 108 102 112 113 111 110
InputH20 Accounted for 78 63 42 65 81 70 91
!nputAsh Accountedfor 95 108 98 114 94 82 89
InputCarbon Accountedfor 71 91 87 95 92 92 97
Inputmaf Accountedfor 105 110 106 112 112 112 115
Number of Gas Samples I 2 2 2 2 2 2
H2 Variation,% --- 0.1 -2.2 -0.6 -0.4 0.9 -0.4

CycloneAsh Sa,T,ples 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
VolumeVariation,% -0.4 1.0 3.6 8.2 -0.6 1.2 ---
FC Variation,% -5.0 -1.3 -4.2 -35.9 -95.0 -1.1 ---

Bed Overflow Samples 2 2 2 I I i I
VolumeVariation,# -17.i -60.4 -1.1 ............
FC Variation,% 15.7 -1.2 -0.1 ............

FlawedData? (2) ......... NSS NSS ......

C. Bed: Taconite*

Other Catalyst: KOH Impregnation

Run No. M- 228 229 230 231 233 234

Input N2 Accounted for 112 109 108 215 111 111
Input H20 Accountedfor 93 77 74 61 83 85
InputAsh Accounted for 191 149 139 113 125 128
Input CarbonAccounted for 20 67 23 67 94 96
Inputmar Accountedfor 124 II0 115 II0 114 116
Numberof Gas Samples 2 2 2 2 I i

H2 Variation,% 1.0 -0.6 2.5 0.2 ......
FlawedData? (2) BMB ...... BMB ......

* Only one set of solid samplesper run in taconiteseries.
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"NSS," for nonsteady state. In all 17 runs, material balance closures for
nitrogen, water, ash, total carbon, and MAF (moisture-and ash-free) feed are
indicated. An ideal material balance closure is 100%. Where deviation is
greater than ± 20%, the data are identified as flawed by "BMB," for bad
material balance.

In plotting data, it is normal and too easy to summarily discard any
point that falls disturbingly beyond the range that defines any significant
correlation. This creates "experimental artifacts," in which data are defined
as valid to the extent they support the conclusions drawn from them. In this
report, before observing any correlations, identifying a data point as
"flawed," on the bases of Table 4, attempts to introduce a less subjective
factor in assessing the validity of at least the points that can be so
identified. It does not, on the other hand, assure that nonflawed points are,
in fact, valid if they fail to fit correlations. These flawed data sets are
identified on all following plots as "suspect" points.

Reactivity and potential scaleup data are summarized in Table 5, also
divided into three sections. The reactivities are those defined above as k:,
for continuous, completely mixed reactors. An immediate and disappointing
observation from Table 5 is that reactivities are, generally, at least an
order of magnitude lower than those indicated by TGAtests. As discussed at
the end of the preceding section, however, it is apparent that the batch and
continuous reactivities, k or ko and kc, are simply not the same property,
although clearly related. If one finds a need to design a hypothetical
gasification plant on the basis of these data, the key process variable, also
from Table 5, is the reactor capacity, (Ib/hr)/ft 3, for the same degree of
fixed carbon conversion. Finally, if one assumes that 95% conversion can be
achieved by simply increasing residence time at the same rate of conversion,
the "95% capacity" factor in Table 5 would define reactor size.

6.0 ANALYSISAND DISCUSSION

6.1 Correlationof Reactivities

For the well-behavedruns summarizedin Table 3-B, effective
reactivitiesare correlatedwith temperaturein Figure 6, with the pressures
and steam/carbonratios indicatedfor each point. Temperatureis clearlythe
dominantvariable,to which reactivity,kc, is most sensitive,and shows a
good correlationwith the empiricalfunction,mathematicallyan accelerated
parabola,which closely resemblesthe form of plots relatingTGA reactivities,
k, to temperature. The constantsin this equationwere selectedto give a
visual good fit, and its mathematicalform has no known theoretical
significance. The single,previouslydefined "suspect"data point does, in
fact, fall the farthest from the correlation. Variationwith pressure or
steam/carbonratio, in terms of being above or below the correlationcurve, is
not consistent,indicatingthat experimentalscatter is at least as great as
the sensitivityof the reactivityto these variables.

Figure 7 is a plot of correspondingdata from Table 3-A, for un-
catalyzedcoal in a limestonebed, upon which is superimposedthe empirical
correlationfor K-catalyzedcoal from Figure 6. In Figure 7, the single point
for 600°C falls above the line for a more reactive,catalyzedreaction and
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TABLE5

Actual Catalyst Levels and PotassiumBalance
ReactivityK = (dC/dt)C,C - Wt. FC in ReactorBed,

dC/dt = Rate of FC Conversionto Gas

A. LimestoneBed With Raw Coal (K and Fe from coal ash only)

Run No. M- 216 217 218 220
700 600 700 700

Temperature,_ 2.4 2.4 6.1 2.4
Pressure,atm

Reactivity,I/hr 0.085 0.103 0.203 0.239
Wt. KOH/Wt.FC 0.005 0.002 0.003 0.003
FC Conversion 17 0 35.0 55.2 55.1
% FC in Bed 24.5 44.3 35.4 30.1

Capacityz 0.9 1.7 2.8 2.7
95% Capacity 0.2 0.6 1.6 1.6

B. LimestoneBed with K-ImpregnatedCoal

Run No. M- 221 222 223 224 225 226 227
700 600 700 700 650 650 600

Temperature,°C 2.4 2.4 2.4 6.1 2.4 2.4 2.4
Pressure,arm

Reactivity,I/hr 0.491 0.053 0.358 0.420 0 210 0.137 0.082
Wt. KOH/Wt FC 0.165 0.119 0.254 0.319 0 241 0.189 0.153
FC Conversion 75.5 21.4 68.2 69.4 54 8 45.7 29.4
% FC in Bed 19.4 50.8 24.1 18.5 29 3 37.4 40.2

Capacityz 3.7 1.0 3.3 3.0 2 3 2.0 1.3
95% Capacityz 2.9 0.2 2.4 2.2 1 4 0.9 0.4

C. TaconiteBed with K-ImpregnatedCoal

Run No. M- 228 229 230 231 233 234
600 700 600 700 650 650

Temperature,_ 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
Pressure,atm

Reactivity,I/hr 0.408 0.692 0.25 0.357 0.242 0.187
Wt. KOH/Wt FC 0.181 0.388 0.183 0.218 0.179 0.169
FC Conversion 62.9 80.8 57.1 71.6 58.6 50.1
% FC in Bed 19.4 14.7 28.7 25.2 30.5 33.7

Capacityz 3.0 3.9 2.7 3.4 2.8 2.4

Capacit_2 2.0 3.3 1.6 2.6 1.7 1.395%

z Capacity= (Ib/hr)cu. ft.
2 Projectedcapacity if residencetime were increasedto achieve95% FC conversionat same

reactionrate.
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cannot be explained in light of accepted theory or past relevant data, even
though the data set was not identified as "flawed" in Table 4. Taking the
middle, nonsuspect point at 700% as a valid average, the potassium
impregnation apparently doubles reactivity, kc. This is significantly less
than the increases in k, indicated in Table I for TGA data, but still of
substantial practical value if it could double the throughout per capital
investment for a real-world gasifier.

Figure 8 is a similar comparison of the taconite bed data from Table 3-C
with the empirical correlation from Figure 6. It thus compares the effects of
taconite and limestone beds on K-impregnated coal. Although the experimental
scatter is wider than for the limestone bed case, it is surprising that five
of the six points fall well above the limestone correlation. Based on all
known background experience and theory, there is no reason to believe that a

valid k_(T) function would have a dip in it around some intermediate
temperature. Therefore, either the 600°C or the 650°C points can be
disregarded. It is of interest that the latter were the last two data sets,
taken at the end of the second, week-long operating period, which suggests the
possibility of some unidentified, systematic operator error, even though the
data cannot be identified as "flawed."

What is very encouraging about the data of Figure 8 is that taconite,
while of little catalytic value alone, appears at least as desirable as
limestone as a bed material for K-catalyzed gasification. There is no
explanation why it should actually be better than limestone, in terms of
catalytic activity, although that might be inferred from Figure 8. No bed
attrition measurements were done in these tests, although some might be
inferred from the relative calcium and iron contents of the bed and cyclone
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in a taconite bed, continuous process data.
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ash analyses. Since taconite is substantially harder than limestone, it will
probably offer the economic advantage of lowe_ bed makeup costs than for
limestone, depending upon source proximity.

As a major but unexpected source of uncertainty in effective
reactivities, Figure 9 plots the variation in actual potassium to fixed carbon
(K+/FC) from bed overflow analyses for each of the runs, compared with
analyses of the blended feed. The run sequence of the three lines is that of
Figures 3-A, B, and C, where the corresponding run parameters can be seen.
The original target for feed preparation was the "saturation" line, which is
the K/FC weight ratio corresponding to a K/FC molar ratio of 0.12, beyond
which, it is believed, further addition of the catalyst results in no further
increase in reactivity. This is based on TGAdata for an lll inois No. 6
bituminous coal (higher rank) and for wood ("rank" = 0), suggesting that all
possible active sites (-CO0", -CO, and -C) are saturated with K. ions. The
fact that the same number results for both cases may be a coincidence;
although in the absence of a comparably filled-in k vs. K./FC profile of TGA
data for Wyodak coal, a 0.12 molar saturation level was assumed here. In
spite of care in blending the coal, bed material, and KOHsolution, Figure 9
suggests that much of the KOHfailed to ion exchange with the coal structure,
resulting in loss of catalytic effectiveness. The very low ratio for the
single analysis of blended feed for the taconite runs, shown in Figure 9,
suggests that segregation even took place during drying, handling, and filling
the pressurized feed hopper.
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Returningto Figure 8, it is of interestthat the extremelyhigh
reactivitypoint at 700°C is for the second run in the taconite series,which
was the only one for which the K/FC ratio was at the saturationlevel and over
twice that for any other run. This alone could accountfor the single high
reactivitypoint. It is also of interestthat, throughmost of the taconite
series,the K/FC level was actuallybelow most of the runs in the limestone
series,which makes the catalyticperformanceof the taconite still more
impressive. The low and variableK/FC levels in the bed overflow suggestthat
significantamountsof the KOH are in the form of free dust and are carried
out of the bed prematurely.

Materialbalances on potassium,as well as on calcium, sodium,and iron,
showed very poor closure, which is typicalof ash componentsdue to the
complexityof oxidation-reductionreactionsthat occur in the rahge of
conditions in the reaction zone. In XRFA (x-rayfluorescenceanalyses)of
dominant ash components,the nonnormalizeddata for both the bed overflowand
cyclone samplesshow closures rangingfrom 55% to 105%, with an average in the
mid-8Os,with the higher numbers,>100%, occurringmostly in the taconite
runs. Standard procedure in these analyses is to normalizeraw data, so that
percentagesof oxides of elementsof interest (Al, Si, Fe, Ca, Mg, Na, K, P,
Ti, and S) add up to 100%.

Notwithstandingthe uncertaintyin potassiumanalyses,an attemptto
track the potassiumthrough the process and close a material balance led to an
unexplainedbut clearly significantobservation,summarizedin Table 6.
Analysesof the content of cycloneash and bed overflowsamples, in Tables 3-
A, B, and C, and original XRFA data on each, as shown in the examplesof
Appendix B, all indicate no significantdifferencein the two streams'
composition. Table 6 indicatesquite consistentweight distributionsof
potassiumbetweenthe two products,the cyclonecut being of finer particle
size and carried over with the p,_oductgas. As an attemptedmaterialbalance
for potassium,the sum of these productamaunts is expressedas a percentage

TABLE 6

PotassiumBalances

Bed Material Limestone Limestone Taconite
Catalyst Nonel KOH KOH
Number of Data Sets 32 7 6

% of Ash K20 in Bed3 88.1 86.6 89.3
% of Input K20 Accounted for4 69.3 34.2 119.8
% Variationin Above Averages,± 6 8 13

I Only potassiumpresent is small amount (See Figure 9) found in coal's
ash, initiallycombined in unknownmineral species.

2 One of "suspect"data points (Run M-217) was extremelyinconsistentand
excluded from average. It is the only data point not includedin Table 6.

3 Based on XRFA analysesto determinethe weights of K20 in bed overflow and
in cyclone ash, with total = I00_

4 Based on input weight of K20 in feed coal-bed-catalystash component,per
Table 2, by XRFA.
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of the total input potassium,also expressed/assumedas K_O, as indicatedby
XRFA analyses. The poor closure is generallyattributedto the potassium,as
the coal is consumed,reactingwith the remaininglimestoneor taconite,
formingmineral species far more complexthan the initialKOH. While the

extremevariation,from a theoretical100%, of percentagesof presumedK20 in
the feed cannot be explainedwithin the scope of this project,they are
strikinglydifferent and extremelyconsistentwithin each bed-catalyst
category,as indicatedby the bottom row of Table 6. Thus the variationin
potassiumbalanceclosure suggeststhat potassium,in a high-temperature
reducingenvironment,enters into complexand quite different inorganic
reactionswith the limestoneand taconite.

As to coal feed preparation,all the potassiumwas impregnatedonto the
coal from solutionbefore the coal was mixed with limestoneor taconite,so
that variation in potassiumactually present in the reactor bed, as trackedin
Figure g, was earlierassumed to be a result of errors or randomnessin
impregnationprocedure. It has also been assumedthat the standardXRFA is
consistentand accurate in identifyingthe key inorganicelements,expressed
as equivalentweights of oxides. In the light of Table 6, there now appears
some doubt as to whether XRFA identifiesall of the potassiumpresent. This,
if possible,in turn suggeststhe possibilitythat during the taconiteruns
some significantamount of potassium,undetectedby XRFA, may have, in Fact,
been present, contributingto the high reactivity. The wide but consistent
differencein K-balanceclosuresbetween limestoneand potassiumcould also
imply that much of the potassiumin the limestonebed may be tied up in some
XRFA-invisibleform, such as amorphouscompounds. Another possibilityis that
some elementalpotassium,produced in the reducingatmosphere,may simply
vaporize,to be condensedwith the water, which was not analyzedin these
tests.

Early in the past year of this project,tentativeplans were made to
considerthe use of a potassium-impregnatedtaconite bed materialon the
40-1b/hrPDU scale, based on preliminaryTGA tests. This would have required
an auxiliary,high-temperatureprocessto preparethe sinteredpotassium-
taconitecatalystmaterial. These plans were canceled,however, as the
projectscope became limitedby time and funds available. It was also decided
that, in the interestof processeconomics,bed materialswould be limitedto
cheap,disposablematerials,such as the limestoneand (site-specific)
taconite. It would now appear that long-termdevelopmentshouldnot rule out
synthetic,recoverablebed-catalystmaterials. While near-completerecovery
of potassium is clearlyessentialto economicviability (2), studieson
external bed regenerationor recoverymust be justifiedby estimatesof their
processcosts as a trade-offagainstreplacementcosts. The only leaching
studiesat the EERC to date (2) have dealt with the extractionof potassium
from mixtures of gasifiercoal ash and wood ash. The possibilityof stable
potassium-ironcompounds,intentionalor inherent,may complicatethe recovery
problem. It is worth noting that a successfulpressurized,fluidized-bed
gasificationprogram,by the Instituteof Gas Technology (10) has used durable
ceramic spheresas a bed material,essentiallyeliminatingbed replacement
costs. This suggeststhat such spherescould be made of some methane-
catalyzing,taconite-derivedsubstratethat might hold saturationlevelsof
potassiumin some catalyticallyuseful form.
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The above discussionand Table 6 clearlyraise more questionsthan they
answer. However, the followingconclusionsand recommendationscan be
supported:

I. The chemical form and probably the mobility of potassiumin the
reactorbed is dependentupon its interactionswith the bed material,
which, though still unknown, are very different for limestone,
taconite,and coal ash.

2. Standard analyticmeans of trackingthe potassiumthroughthis
process are now suspect,requiringreview or new procedures
development.

3. EERC has extensiveexperience in sophisticatedstudiesof mineral
transformationsduring combustion. Any future work in catalytic
gasificationshould includeapplicationof some of these more
rigorous methodsof tracking potassiumor other catalyststhroughthe
process.

4. As longer-termresearch,more sophisticated,syntheticbed materials,
such as potassium-impregnated,iron-ceramicspheres,should be
investigated,at least by bench-scaletests.

Returningto the above discussionof the possibilityof labile or free
floating potassium,probably as K20 or KOH, in the reactor bed, there is a
more sinister possibilityof it causing agglomerationand some loss of
fluidization,since the melting point of anhydrousKOH is only 360°C. While
there was no firm evidenceof bed pluggingduring the runs reportedhere, even
minor, intermittentagglomerationcould result in incompletefluidizationand
channeling,which in turn would introducerandomvariation in the residence
time and thus the reaction rates. In a slightlyearlier, parallelproject
(3), similartests were done using wood in place of coal, catalyzedby massive
admixtureof recycledash. Even in the best of cases,wood is difficultto
fluidize. With the ash addition,the bed frequentlybecame plugged,
exhibitingmassive clinkerswhen shut down. It should be kept in mind, at
this point, that if a fluidized-bedreactorhas any possiblereason for
plugging or channeling,the probabilityof it happeningincreasessharplywith
decreasing bed diameter.

These wood gasificationtests made a major contributionto this project,
leading to the decision to make these final coal tests with impregnated
(homogeneous)catalyst impregnation,rather than simply cofeedingdry
(heterogeneous)KOH catalyst. This is also consistentwith earlier experience
in the EERC 40-1b/hrPDU (4), in which sodium-bearingtrona and nahcolite
catalystswere cofed with Wyodak coal, resultingin bed pluggingby quite
large agglomerates.

One of the "loose ends" of this projectis the knowledgethat, according
to TGA data, sodium is as good a catalyst as potassiumand would be far
cheaper. However,no continuoustests have been done with homogeneoussodium
catalyst, impregnatedfrom solution,as was done in these tests with
potassium,to determinewhether the agglomerationproblemcan thus be avoided.
Similarly,the EERC has done no continuousPDU tests with heterogeneous
(cofed)potassium-bearingcatalysts, for comparisonwith the earliertrona and
nahcolitetests. Qualitativeobservationof material remainingafter TGA
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tests indicatesthat the tendency of bituminouscoals to agglomeratewas
apparentlysignificantlyreduced by adhesionof K2CO_ presumablyreducedto
KzO. The definitivework by Exxon (8) at least reportsno agglomeration
problem using KRCO3, while personnelat IGT (10), gasifyingwood and coal in a
pressurizedfluldizedbed similar in conceptto the EERC PDU, report verbally
that some agglomerationwas observed using potassiumsalts, consistentwith
EERC's experiencewith wood (4).

An interestingcorrelationof reactivitydata is shown in Figure 10.
Here the effectivereactivity,kc, defined as Ib/hr of fixed carbon consumed
per Ib of fixed carbon in the bed, is plotted againstthe percentageof fixed
carbon in the bed. A significantuncertaintyin computingkc is estimating
the FC weight in the bed, which is a functionof particledensityand void
fraction,neither of which can be observeddirectlyunder reactionconditions.
In Figure 10, for design purposes,kc, determinedfrom a plot such as Figures
6, 7, or 8, is actuallythe independentvariable,while the %FC will reach
some equilibriumdefined by the empiricalcorrelationshown in Figure 10. It
is of interest that, at this point, temperature,pressure,steam/carbonratio,
and catalyst selectionare essentiallyout of the way as design variables.
For this reason, no legend is given to identifythe three kinds of symbols,
correspondingto the data sets of Tables 3-A, B, and C.
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Finally, instead of the reactivity,the more directly applicabledesign
parameter,specific capacity,SC, defined as Ib/hr of FC consumedper reactor
volume, is also plotted against%FC in Figure 11. The reactivitycorrelation
from Figure 10 is added for comparison. This simple,straight line function,
SC = f(%FC) says, in effect, that when changing any operatingconditions,
feed, or catalyst to enhance reactivityor specificcapacity,the equilibrium
%FC in the fuel bed will reach an equilibriumgiven by the line of Figure 11.
It must be emphasized that SpecificCapacity is a feed-catalyst-bed-condition
material property. Changing the feed rate or the bed volume, limitedby the
overflow level, will requirecomputinga new SC, which is simply the rate of
FC consumptionby a new reactorvolume. This was done in Table 5 for an
assumptionof 95% complete FC consumption,resultingin far lower SC values.
Also of interestin Figure 11 is that SC and k: are obviouslyrelated,but not
in linear proportion.

6.2 SupportingTGA Data

The theoreticaldiscussionof Section4 is based on an assumptionthat
the fixed carbon fractionof a coal has a certainreactivitythat is constant
even as it is depleted to very low levels. This presumes that the reactivity
of even a low, but constant,level of fixed carbon in a fluidized-bedgasifier
has the same TGA-determinedreactivitythat it did when fed, even thoughthe
rate of reaction,-dC/dt, is greatlyreduced. This raises a questionof
whether a coal's reactivityactuallyreflectsa compositeof variousdifferent
chemical structures,such as the differentmacerals,that may individually
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have differentreactivities. To supportthe assumptionthat reactivityis in
fact a constant and uniform property,retainedsamples of the blendedfeed for
two of the runs reported here were submittedfor TGA analyses,along with
samplesof the bed overflowmaterial. These results are presentedin Table 7.
Comparingthe TGA reactivitiesof feed with overflow product, for both feed
mixtures,confirms that reactivity is, in fact, constant with time and with
fixed carbon consumption.

The two runs checked by the TGA analysesof Table 7, though at different
temperatures,were selected becauseboth are non-"suspect"data points and are
extremelyclose to the same empiricalcorrelationline of Figures6 and 8.
(Theseare also the data sets presentedin their entirety as AppendixB.)
Also of interest is the reductionof reactionorder in these samples. The
taconite samples (feed and product)were noticeablyless than first-order,
while the more heavily catalyzedlimestonesamplesappeared to be actually
closer to zero order. In a zero-orderreaction,the rate, -dC/dt, is
essentiallyconstant and independentof the amount of fixed carbon remaining.
That is, the reactionwill be faster at low levels of remainingfixed carbon.
This is certainlydesirableto reduce reactorsize for a requiredthroughput.

Table 7

Comparisonof TGA Reactivitieson Blended Feed
and ResidualBed Material

Run Number M-224 M-233
Bed Material Limestone Taconite
Catalystand Coal KOH-ImpregnatedWyodak KOH-ImpregnatedWyodak
Temperature 700°C 650°C
% FC Consumed 6g.43 58.63
% FC in Reactor Bed 24.1 30.46

CPU Reactivity,kc, ]/hr 0.42 0.24

TGA Reactivity,I k, I/hr
Feed Material 3.97 3.31
Bed Overflow 3.79 3.34

Ratio, k/kc
Feed Material g.45 13.79
Bed Overflow 9.02 13.91

TGA Reactivity,z k, I/hr
Reaction Order z 0 I-
Feed Material 2.93 2.45
Bed Overflow 2.35 2.89

Ratio, k/kc
Feed Material 6.98 10.20
Bed Overflow 5.52 12.04

Assumed first-orderreaction,per standardsimplifyingassumption.
See Appendix A for definition and significanceof reactionorder.

z Calculated reactionorder, also per normalTGA procedure.
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Since no consistent rule to predict reactionorder has been identified,the
normal first-orderassumption,which is the basis of all assumptionsdiscussed
above, provides a conservativeestimateof reactionrates. To the extent that
relative reactivitiesare used to compareor predictgasifier behavior,real-
world reaction rates are more likely to be greater, than less, than predicted.

Figure _2 shows a correlationbetweenthe specific capacities,
(IbFC/hr)/ft_, and CPU-determinedreactivities,I/hr, for all of the K-
impregnatedcoal runs. Superimposedon these data are two points correlating
the TGA data on residual, in I/hr, correlatedwith two correspondingvaluesof
k:, in I/hr. These two points do not have the same units as shown on the
vertical axis of Figure 12, but are numericallyconsistentwith the other
points and, insofaras two points can define an empiricalfunction,appearto
vary in the same proportion.

6.3 Gas Yields and Compositions

Plots of the productgas compositionand yield data of Figures3-A, B,
and C were generallydisappointing. Variationwith pressure,steam-carbon
ratio, and bed or catalyst selectionwas less than the experimentalscatter,
which is attributedmainly to the uncertaintyin gas flow measurements
discussedearlier. When all data are averagedfor each temperaturepoint, the
results show the variationwith temperatureshown in Figure 13, which is
consistentwith theory and expectations. Only with temperaturewas the
variationgreaterenough (than the experimentalscatter)to enable
correlationswith any statisticalvalidity.
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Plots to show whether the use of a taconite bed increased methane
content of the product gas or methane yield per MAF or FC consumed showed no
correlation. It is probable that longer tests at the same sets of conditions,
such as 24 to 36 hours, with multiple material balance periods with multiple
gas and solid samples taken during each period, would have yielded
statistically valid data, such as the temperature correlations of Figure 13.
This approach, though expensive, is under consideration for future tests in a
parallel project using lllinois No. 6 bituminous coal.

It must be emphasized that for this report single data points were
rejected as "flawed" or "suspect" only for reasons other than simply not
falling close to a desired correlation curve. For a data base of too few
points for valid statistical correlation, at any one set of conditions,
arbitrary rejection of points would reduce correlations to creative
experimental artifacts. (This is very analogous to an attorney's freedom to
reject jurors "for cause" who appear unlikely to render a desired verdict.)
The only exception in this case was Run M-217, with limestone bed and no KOH,
at 600°C, which showed a methane yield simply far too high to be believable.
This run also shows an unbelievably high yield, considering the lack of KOH
catalyst, in Figure 7 and is excluded from the 600°C averages of Figure 13.

1.O INTEGRATEDBENCH-SCALEGASIFIER SHAKEDOWNDATA AND POTENTIAL

A newly developedresearch tool at EERC is the integratedbench-scale
gasifier (IBG), in which a sample of 200 to 300 g of coal is injected into a
preheated fluidizedbed. After a selected reactiontime, the entire bed is
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dumped and quenched,while all gas, condensible,and solid products are saved
for analysis. This differs from the TGA in that the particle heatup rate in
the IBG is essentiallyinstantaneous,as when coal is fed into a fluidized-bed
gasifier,so that devolatilizationand the steam-charreactionsstart
concurrently. This unit was initiallyconceivedto enable productionof
samples of char and condensableliquid productsbig enough for analysis,far
more cheaply than possible using the CPU. Unlike the TGA apparatus, the
pressure rating of the IBG is 150 psig. The unit is also provided with a hot
sampling probe immediatelyover the bed and opticalwindows to enable on-line
studiesof the hot gases by mass spectroscopy,atomic absorption/emission
spectroscopyand FTIR (Fouriertransforminfrared)analysis.

Durlng the brief test period, using a constantstream of preheatedsteam
and nitrogen for fluidization,the carbon monoxide level in the productgas is
measured continuously. Since the amount of CO, or any other product gas, is a
fair measure of the rate of reaction,this easily observed variable becomesa
reaction rate measurement,directlyequivalentto the rate of weight change in
TGA tests. For a recently completedshakedowntest, a CO(t) plot is presented
in Figure 14, along with analysesof it performedby a data reductionprogram.
Also shown on the plot are the periodsof openingand closing the feed and
dischargevalves, arrangedas shown in the system sketch of Figure 15, and the
point at which a gas sampl_ is taken for analysis. Feed gas streamsmay
includeany mixtureof gas, simulatingdifferentprocess concepts,and
multiple productgas samplesmay be taken.
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240 •Ic't) - SirCO(t)dt Data:CO(t) RunIBG-O05
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Figure 14. Typical IBG data sample.
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Figure 15. The EERC integrated bench-scale gasifier (IBG) schematic.

The most significant data treatment is the numerical integration shown
in Figure 14, which defines a function proportional to the momentary weight of
the decreasing amount of fixed carbon in the charge. With initial and final
sample weights, and intermediate weights prorated according to the curve,
reactivities can be calculated for direct confirmation of TGA data.

Another mathematical treatment of the data is the double exponential
empirical function shown on Figure 14, in which reactivity, k, a much faster
warmup rate constant, kT, related to the heat-transfer behavior in the bed,
and an overall scale factor, S, are juggled by trial and error to achieve a
visual best fit to the portion of the curve representing the rate of the
gasification reaction, as shown. Further sophistication could add automatic,
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iterativecalculationsto generatea least squaresbest fit for these
functions. Since taking the derivativeor integralof an exponentialchanges
only the scale factor,the k in the empiricalfunction is expectedto show a
good correlationwith the correspondingreactivitycomputedfrom the weights
and the empirical integralfunction. The initialhump, rising beyond the two
computed functions, is believedto representan additionalCO releaseduring
devolatilizationor pyrolysis. The empiricalfunctioncan also be juggled to
show a fair correlationwith the devolatilizationhump, which is of relatively
little interest,but not with both sectionsof the curve. Gas samplestaken
around the devolatilizationpeak may indicatedifferencesbetweenpyrolysis
gases and gasificationproducts.

As of this writing,the IBG system is scheduledfor near-futureuse as
the major process projectiontool in two relatedprojects,both dealingwith
production of hydrogen and methane from bituminouscoal for fuel cell
applications. Another potentialapplicationfor this unit is in the
developmentof more advancedbed-catalystcombinations,such as a potassium-
iron-ceramicbed materialsuggestedin Section6.1 above.

8.0 COMPARISON WITH 40-LB/HRPILOT-SCALEDATA

A preliminaryreport of the last series of runs was includedin the
previous semiannualprojectreport (2). The objectivesof this run series
were to confirm operabilityand to generatebaseline data for Wyodak coal with
limestonealone, in preparationfor later runs with impregnatedKOH catalyst
and limestoneor taconitebeds. Followingthe massive reconfigurationof the
combinedgasifier systemduring 1990, for hydrogenproduction,mild
gasification,and pressurizedfluid-bedcombustion,this run serieswas
intendedto establishcontinuitywith a seriesof Wyodak-limestoneruns (4)
completed in 1988. Unfortunately,the PDU was not in as operablea condition
as expected,requiringfour shakedownruns to identifyproblemsand make
somewhatcostly modificationsas needed,mainly with respectto
instrumentation,hot-gascleanup,gas quenching/scrubbing,and increased
pressure ratings of associatedpiping. By the completionof the last run
series of 1991, reportedhere, the projectbudget was partiallydepleted ahead
of schedule,and a decisionwas made to completetesting in the much smaller-
scale CPU system. A major goal of the system modificationswas achieved,in
that the PDU system was left in as-designed,operablecondition,availablefor
future gasificationtests. Due to decisionsbeyond the scope of this project,
however, the gasifier itselfwas subsequentlydismantled,to make room for a
planned transportreactoror fast circulatingbed gasifier.

For comparisonwith the above CPU data, the essentialdata from these
three PDU runs are summarizedin Table 8-A and 8-B. The nominal40-1b/hr PDU
is a complete process simulationin that the requiredheat is supplied
internally,by combustionof part of the coal feed. As expected,gas
compositionsare somewhathigher in CO2 and correspondinglylower in other
components,but representa crediblegas compositionto assume for a
commercial-scaledesign.

As configured for these runs, the gasifier had no bed overflow,so that
bed level was determinedby the feed and reactionrates and was observed as a
temperatureprofile, indicatedby in-bed thermocouples. The unit was provided
with a vertical,top-entrybed sampling probe that became pluggedand proved
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unworkable,so that bed sampleswere availableonly at the end of the third
run, when the vessel was opened for cleaning,yielding the end-of-runbed
analysis of Tables 8-A and 8-B. An element of uncertaintyis created by how
instantlythe entire bed is effectivelyquenchedat shutdown. The effective
intervalsbetween sequentiallyturning off coal feed, oxygen,and steam and
turning on a quench stream of nitrogen are limitedby computer-operator
response times and the thermal inertiaof the system. Consequently,the
carbon contentof the single bed sample is probablysomewhatlower than was
typical during operation.

Throughoutthis report, reactivitiesand specificcapacitieshave been
computed as (dC/dt)/C,definingC as fixed carbon (FC), as determinedby a
standardproximateanalysis,to be consistentwith definitionsestablishedby
TGA tests. In the earlierphase of this project,reactivitieswere based on
total carbon, as determinedby a standardultimateanalysis,as was also done
by Exxon (8) in what is consideredthe definitiveearly work on potassium-
catalyzedcoal gasification. For this report,however,the FC-based
definitionwas used because it is the reactionof steam with char, as measured
by TGA, that determinesoverall reactionrates. Much of the total carbon is

Table 8-A

Data Summary for 40-1b/hrPDU Tests

Objectives I. Confirmoperabilit_ 2. Baselinedata

Feed Wyodak Subbituminous
FluidizedBed Limestone" 35 Ib
Catalyst None (Intrinsic)
Run Duration 44 hours
Each Material Balance 2 hours
Btu/Ib
As received 8,945
Dry 11,060

Fee____dd BeclI

Feed ProximateAnalysis,wt%
Moisture 19.10
Volatiles 37.30
Fixed Carbon (FC) 38.50
Ash 5.10

UltimateAnalysis,wt%
Hydrogen 6.1 0.60
Carbon 52.88 5.40
Nitrogen 0.65 0.10
Sulfur 0.51 0.20
Oxygen 34.73 0.00
Ash 5.11 93.70

I At end of Run -3, indicating90%+ carbon depletion.
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Table 8-B

Data Sumary for 40-1b/hrPDU Tests

Run No. H2-91-5 -1 -2 -3

Temperature, °C 754 702 652
OF 1390 1296 1205

Pressure,atm I.I 1.2 1.2
Coal Feed, Ib/hr 25.5 17.0 17.0
Oxygen, Ib/hr 16.0 12.7 10.2
Steam, Ib/hr 27.2 26.9 27.7
Steam/FC, Mol/Mol 1.8 2.7 2.8

Product Gas,* Ib/hr 29.1 31.9 29.3
scfh 498 53_ 495

Analysis, Mol% H2 42.0 42.5 44.7

(Dry, N2-free),CO 16.5 12.0 9.1

CO2 37.4 41.6 43.0

CH4 3.0 2.8 2.6

HzS O.I O.I O.I

C+ 1.0 0.9 0.5

Cyclone Fines, Ib/hr 2.63 3.80 4.10
Hydrogen % I.08 I.68 I.90
Carbon % 54.20 69.31 70.00
Nitrogen % O.70 O.98 O.86
Sulfur % 0.96 0.33 0.42
Oxygen % I.08 7.I0 7.04
Ash % 4I.96 20.60 19.78

Gas/MAF Fed, scf/Ib 25.79 41.33 38.43
Gas/FC Fed, scf/Ib 50.77 81.38 75.67
Gas/C Fed, scf/Ib 36.96 59.25 55.09
Gas/C Converted,scf/Ib 41.33 83.80 80.93
H_/C Converted, scf/Ib 8.12 5.48 5.75
CHJC Converted,scf/Ib 1.26 2.38 2.12
Carbgn Converted,scf/Ib 89.4 70.7 68.I
Min." specific capacity
(Ib FC/hr)/f_3 8.88 4.68 4.51
(Ib c/hr)/ft_ ...... 14.19 9.46 9.46

I Assuming maximumbed depth of 4 ft (at ID = 6.5')

included in volatile components,which break down to form productgas by other
reactionswhich are substantiallyfaster, as describedin Appendix A. In
short, the overallgas productionrate is determinedby that portion of the
carbon that reacts relativelyslowly with steam.
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The bed was not drainedbetween runs. Due to an operationaloversight,
the residual bed materialat shutdownwas not weighed. Consequently,no
calculationof reactivitybased on weight of carbon,fixed or total, in the
bed was possible. From a design point of view, specificcapacity is more
directlyuseful. As anotheroversight,no proximateanalyseswere ordered for
the end-of-run bed sample. It can be reconstructedfrom the ultimate
analysis,however. Going back to the CPU product char analysesfor all the
runs of Tables 3-A and 3-B, it was found that the ratio of FC(prox.)/C(Ult.)
is a remarkably constant0.7, with a random variationof less than 10%.
Therefore,the amount of total carbon leavingthe PDU in cycloneash was
multipliedby 0.7 and subtractedfrom the fixed carbon to determinean
approximatecarbon consumptionrate. With the fluidized-beddepth of four
feet, observed in the form of a temperatureprofile,the effectivecapacities,
in (Ib FC/hr)/ft3 at the bottomof Tables 8-A and 8-B, were determined. Also
reported for comparison is the specificcapacity in terms of total carbon per
hour per bed volume.

For comparisonwith CPU results,for the limestoneand limestone+KOH
cases, effective reactivitiesare plotted in Figure 16. The lines added to
Figure 16 are again an acceleratedparabola correlation,similarto that
defined in Figure 6, at two different580°C intercepts. Although the number
of points is few and the experimentalscattergreat, it appearsthat the PDU
specificcapacity (SC) for Wyodakcoal with limestone,at about 70% carbon
conversion,is roughly2.5 times that derivedfrom the CPU data, at 55% carbon
conversion. I._Zfthe CPU SC figureswere increasedby 70/55, reflectinga
longerresidence time for more complete reaction,this disparitywould be
reduced, but far from eliminated. I___fthe volumetricreaction rate is assumed
proportionalto pressure,and the PDU SC increasedby 2.4/1.2, reflectingthe
operatingpressures in atmospheresfrom Table 3-A and Table 8, this disparity
will be increasedfurther.

In conclusion,the PDU tests were successfulin demonstrating
operabilityof the recentlymodified system and indicateperformancegenerally
comparableto that reportedin the earlier phase of this project.
Unfortunately,broaderEERC prioritiesrequireddismantlingthe reactorvessel
to make room for the expectedtransportreactor,thus precludingthe
possibilityof proposingany near--termfollow-onefforts in this area.
Becausethe PDU is a more complete,)rocesssimulation,its specificcapacity
data inspiregreater confidencethan the CPU results, in spite of operational
difficultiesin the brief run series reportedhere. The use of CPU data is
thus recommendedas a lower-costbasis for preliminaryprocessdesign because
it is clearly conservativewith respectto reactor capacities. Overall
conclusionsare summarizedin Section I.

g.o PROJECT EVALUATIONAND RECOMMENDEDFUTURE EFFORTS

g.1 Evaluationn

In regard to the projectgoals, restated in Section 3.1, The data
reportedhere and in previousreportsestablishthat potassium-impregnated
coal shows a substantiallyhigher reactivityin a fluidizedbed of limestone
or taconite,while limestonealone is establishedat least as a fair catalyst,
with the advantageof beingdisposable. "Looseends" worthy of interest
includethe unexplained,but apparentlybeneficial,interactionbetweenKOH
and taconite,plus the possibilitythat sodium may be a cheaper alternativeto
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Figure 16. Specificcapacity,PDU data.

potassium,depending on how it is appliedto the coal during gasification,
that is, homogeneously(impregnated)or heterogeneously. In general,
identificationof chemicallydesirableor optimalcatalystshas not resolved
the mechanicaldistributionor bed managementaspectsof applying them to the
coal during reaction.

The project as a whole has proven to be a bit overscoped,with too many
digressionsand ramificationsfor the budget in the final two years of effort.
The objectiveof extending catalystoptimizationto the productionof liquid
and char products never moved much beyond the planning stage, since they were
not directlyrelated to hydrogen production,nor to the more pressing need to
develop continuouscatalyticgasificationdata. The design and construction
of the IBG were originally intendedfor this application,however.

Some theoreticaleffortwas expendedon kineticmodeling and yield
prediction,but never proceededbeyonda simple equilibriummodel. This
study, requiringno laboratoryefforts,is still "on hold" and will be pursued
under subsequentCooperativeAgreementefforts. This will includeobtaining
the best nonproprietarycomputermodeling softwareand addingprovisionsfor
includingthe effects of catalysis.

The possibilityof in-bed sulfurcapturewas one of the motivationsin
selectionof taconite as a bed material. However, becauseof the low sulfur
contentof the Wyodak coal, selectedunder EERC's mission to concentrateon
low-rankcoals, sulfur levels in ash and gas were too low to yield significant
conclusions,within the range of experimentalscatter. At present, the EERC
has firm commitments,starting in the imminentprojects for the new fiscal
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year, to continue effortsto controlthe effectsof sulfur and other
undesirabletrace elements,using both the IBG and CPU hardware.

9.2 Possible Follow-On Efforts

Startingon the smallestphysicaland economic scales, severalof the
pendingquestions or "loose ends" describedabove appear worthy of further
effort. Primarily,the questionof how potassium,and possiblysodium, should
best be impregnatedupon the feed coal and what kinds of complexesthey may
form on limestoneor taconitebed materialduring reaction can be exploredon
a small scale. The IBG unit may prove quite valuable as a screeningtool for
this type of study.

It is expected,however,that furtherCPU runs would be needed,
primarilyto achieve long-termequilibriumwith regard to mineraltrans-
formationreactions. This would best be accomplishedby relativelylong CPU
runs, perhapsof a whole week, at each of a very few sets of conditions,with
multiple replicationof materialbalances and sample analyses. This would
also provide statisticalconfirmationof the relativerating of the three bed
+ catalyst systems studiedhere. Such runs should be at the highestpressures
possible to explore the probableenhancementof methane production,as a
desiredcomponent in gas feeds to advanced fuel cells. It is of interesthere
that the EERC is presentlycommittedto remodelingthe CPU system,over the
next two years, to operate at substantiallyhigher pressures.

As originally stated,all the original objectivesof this projecthad to
do solelywith the chemistryof catalyticgasificationfor hydrogenand
methane production. As a valid generality,most of the loose ends discussed
herein deal with mechanicalaspectsof continuousprocesses,such as bed
distributionand agglomeration,all of which are exacerbatedin minimum-scale
continuoustesting. There is thus a need for larger scale, at least
100-1b/hr,processdemonstrationtests to identifyand solve these mechanical
design problems. The PDU operationsdescribedhere, and in earlierproject
reports (4), were too brief and attemptedto cover too broad an experimental
matrix to truly qualify as a processdemonstration.

EERC has on hand all of the componentsof a 30,000 scfh, slagging,
fixed-bedgasifier system that achievedsuccessfuloperationin 1982 (11, 12).
The vessel,which is certifiedfor about 550 psig and equippedwith a generous
profusionof large nozzles,was last used with a 2g-inch insidediameter,with
6 inchesof refractorylining. This vessel could easily be reassembledand
modified for an impressivevarietyof differentfluidized-beddesigns. Based
on the last inside diameter,such a PDU would offer roughlytwenty times the
capacity of the PDU runs reportedabove, or 500 Ib/hr of Wyodak coal feed, at
750°C, producing nearly 10,000scfh of gas, at near atmosphericpressure,or
much higher rates at higher pressures. In its 1979-1983projectperiod (11,
12), it was operatedat pressuresup to 300 psig. Most of the componentsare
still present and recoverable. The major new componentneededwould be a
screw feed system, in turn fed from lock hoppers, to convert it into a bottom
fed, fluidized-bedsystem. The size of such a unit would providea very
realistic,integrateddemonstrationproject,which could includea next-
generation,state-of-the-arthot-gascleanup system and an advancedmolten
carbonatefuel cell by EnergyResearchCorporation,or possiblymultiple fuel
cells by differentmanufacturers. It would also allow considerablelatitude
in the design and redesignof internalsto optimize bed behavior. Such a
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demonstrationsystem, to be justified,would have to be financedfor
semicontinuousoperation for severalyears, with its own operatingstaff and
no prioritiesor agendasoverlappingthose of other EERC projects.

The reassemblyand shakedownoperationof such a systemcan be
accomplishedat substantiallyreduced cost by the use of existinghardware,
although constructionand shakedownoperationcosts will still be on the order
of severalmillion. In view of the reconfirmedcertainty,describedabove and
in variousparallel works (7-9),that enhancedreactionrates by potassium
plus limestoneand probably taconiteis desirable,a demonstrationproject
would be the logical next step to commercialization.

Finally, in view of the cost of the recommendedexpanded-scaleefforts,
a careful review of all "available"fluid-bedgasificationtechnologyshould
consider that current state of the art is now defined to point where a
demonstrationproject is justified. In short,the question is whether further
pilot-scaleefforts to merely determinethat fluidized-bedgasificationworks
are justified,unless some truly novel mechanicaldesign needs a proof-of-
concept demonstration. PDU-scale,or smaller,studiesof processchemistry
are cloudedby mechanicaldesign issues,as indicatedin this report,that may
not be clearlyresolved on this scale,may not be relevant in a commercial-
scale system,or may requirequite differentdesign solutionson a larger
scale.

The recommendeddemonstrationplant would be a completegasifiersystem,
based on the most convincingavailablereactordesigns, integratedwith a
utility plant,which could providecoal preparation,processsteam, cooling
water, ash disposal,and other off-site and auxiliaryfunctionsat the
utility's internal,variablecost, thus greatlyreducing the capitaland
operatingcosts required for a completelyautonomouspilot project. The
product gas, followingcleanup steps,could be consumed by on-site,or near-
site, fuel cells, as an integrateddemonstration. Or, as a minimal effort,
the hot, uncleanedproductgas could be fed to the utility'sboilersat a cost
per Btu equal to the raw coal, thereby recoupingat least part of the
subsidizedcost of the demonstrationproject. If the selecteddemonstration
site should have a cyclone-typeboiler, the gasifier'sproductcould be used
in the reburn mode, introduceddownstreamof the very hot cycloneburner,to
reduce NOX formation (13, 14). Normally,naturalgas is used for this
purpose, thus settinga substantiallyhighervalue on the gasifier'sproduct.

With such a demonstrationplant once in continuousoperation,using raw
coal in a limestonebed as the simplestand cheapest processoption,it would
provide a site at which other processoptionscould be tested at relatively
little additionalcost. For example, substitutingtaconite for limestonefor
a few weeks of operationwould entail littlemore than some differential
transportationcost. Potassium-impregnationof a week's supply of coal would
require some additionalfeed preparationequipmentthat would be substantially
cheaper than building a separategasifier PDU.

The scale of such a demonstrationproject,while limitedby
the funding level available,should also be influencedby the possibilityof
its being economicallyself-sufficientin operatingcosts. To projectsuch
scale-dependentcosts, it is essentialto determinewhether such a major step
toward commercializationshould be undertaken,rather than to build a bigger
PDU. Clearly,the demonstrationprogramwill serve a wider range of technical
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and political objectivesthan further explorationof process chemistryby PDU
efforts. Economicbases for such a determinationcan probably be established
by one or two man-yearsof feasibilitystudy, focusedon selected utility
plant sites.
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a.3 Evaluation of catalysts for liquid production (IBG scale) 6-30-92

a.4 Topical report on catalytic effects in char and liquid
production 6-30-92

Task B Production of Carbon, Liquid, and Gas By-Products:

b. 1 Construction and shakedown of IBG system 9-30-91 1-24-92

b.2 Vortex venturi cold testing and evaluation 9-30-91 1-24-92

b.3 Activated carbon lab-scale production and testing (IBG-
scale) 12-31-91

b.4 Subpilot-scale activated carbon production (1-4 Ib/hr
continuous) 6-30-92

b.5 Liquid product lab-scale production and testing (IBG-
scale) 6-30-92

Task C Gas Conditioning and System Integration (evaluation of
pilot-scale work conducted under Hot-Gas Cleanup task,
relative to hydrogen production application).

Task D Pilot-Scale Hydrogen Production:

d. 1 Evaluation of catalyst behavior during extended
operation 12-31-91 12-31-91

d.2 Vortex venturi hot (in-process) testing and evaluation,
pending encouraging results of Task b.2. 3-31-92

d.3 Catalyst evaluation topical report 6-30-92

Task E Final Report 8-31-92
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GASIFICATIONREACTIVITYDEFINED

The objectiveof gasificationof coal or biomass is to convert the solid
feed to the maximum possibleamount of organicgases and/or condensible
vapors, at the maximum possiblerate, consumingthe minimum heat from partial
combustion of feed to supplythe heat of reaction.This transitionfrom solid
carbon to a highly variablemixture of gases during gasificationis the result
of a complex interplayof many differentchemicalreactions. The overall rate
is dominatedby the well-knownsteam-charreactions"

C + H20-,Hz + CO

and

C + 2HzO-_2H2 + CO2

There are of course many concurrentreactionsthat happen,at various
rates determinedby distributionof intermediatesin reactingsystem,by
temperatureand pressure,by the presence of catalystsand by the structureof
the carbonaceousfeed. The most significantof these are describedbelow.

Volatilizationand thermolysis(cracking)of hydrocarbonsand
heteroatom-containinghydrocarbonswhich can be representedby:

CaHb($ or l)---> CaHb(g)

CcHd(O,N or S)e(s or t)---> CcHd(O,N or S)e(g)

CmHn ..... > CxHy + CvHW

C,Hi(O,N or S)j ---> CkHL(O,N or S), + CtHu

These reactionsproceedquite rapidlyand may account for H2 and CH4, but
are dependentonly on temperature,pressure,and the chemicalnature of the
feed, being influencedonly slightlyby the gaseous productconcentrationand

shifting" CO + HzO -> Hz + COz

methanation: CO + 3Hz -> CH4 + H20

whose rates are limitedby the rate of CO and H2 producedby the steam-char
reaction, and

combustion. C + )2 -> C)2

which is essentiallyinstanteous,comparedwith the above reactions,and is
controlled only by the amountof oxygen availablein the reaction system.

finally: C(s) + 2H2 -> CH4

which is a fairly slow reactionproducinga significantamount of methane in
an H2-richenvironment,where its rate will be determinedby H2 availability.
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Thus the rate of the steam-charreactions is the dominant factor that
controls and limits the overall rate of carbon consumption. Reactivityis
defined as the propertyof any char that is defined by its rate of reaction
with steam. By definition,char is any carbonaceousmaterial that has been
thermally strippedof any volatilitesas well as moisture by the above
cracking reaction.

Reactivityis that basic property of a coal or wood char that determines
whether gasificationcan proceed rapidlyenough at a prescribedset of
conditions of temperatureand pressure to justify furtherprocessresearch. It
provides informationregardingthe requiredtemperaturesand residencetime in
a gasifier vessel,which in turn serve as basis for design of the vessel of
desired throughputcapacityand ultimatelydeterminethe capital investmentin
that vessel.

Laboratory-scalemeasurementof reactivity is done by thermogravimetric
Analysis (TGA) in a device shown schematicallyin FigureA-I. As temperature
is increased-tothe desiredgasificationtemperaturewith the sample chamber
swept by inert argon to remove volatiles,the sampleweight decreasesas shown
in Figure A-2, until the weight loss curve, dW/dt levels out, indicatingthat
all volatileshave been removed. The remaining,thermallystable char which
generally includesover 50 wt% carbon, is then reactedwith superheatedsteam.
The char carbon is consumedby the steam-charreaction at a decreasingrate
defined by the following differentialequation:

- dC/dt = kCn [Eq. I]

The differentialterm, dC/dt is the rate of carbon disappearance,C is the
amount of carbon presentper reacting volume at any instant,k is the rate
constant or "reactivity,"and n is the order of the reaction. The rate
constant, k, is the acceptedmeasure of reaction rate and roughlypredicts
whether the.reactioncan be practicallycarriedout in a gasifier of
reasonablesize using a given feed at a temperaturefound to produce a desired
gas mix. The rate constant is also the measureof relativeeffectivenessof
different catalysts,either inherent,as lignite ash, or added, as mineral to
the gasifier feed. That k varies over an extremelywide range for different
coals, at the same temperature,is shown by Figure A-3.

A complicatingfactor is reactionorder, n, determinedfrom the slope of
a plot of log dC/dt vs. log C and is an indicationof the manner in which the
rate of the reactionvarieswith the concentrationof activecarbon.

The solutionto this equation,for the simple first order case where n =
I, is as follows:

C(t) = Coe"kt [Eq. 2]

This equation describesthe steam-charreaction alone. However, both
isothermalrate and equilibriumare affectedby at least a dozen or so other

reactionsbetweenthe C, H20, CO, CO_, CH4,0_ N2 (as a diluent),other light
organics, and volatiletars (especiallyin _,,_case of bituminouscoals).
Their net result on the reactions (i) above, is as follows:
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C(t) : Co/(Cokt+ I) for n : 2 [Eq. 3]

C(t) : CO - (kt/2)CoI/2+ kZt2/4 for n : I/2 [Eq. 4]

C(t) : Co - kt for n : 0 [Eq. 5]

There are rare documentedcases of chemical reactionsof ternary or higher
order. Zeroth order is not uncommon,especially in surface reactionswhere
there is a high degree of surfaceadsorption involved. In the gasification
reaction,carried out in excess steam to suppressany rate controldue to
deficiencyof water, formationof an intermediateactivatedcomplexmay or may
not be dependent on the carbon. If only selectedcarbonsreach the activated
state in the presence of adsorbedwater, the order with respectto
concentrationof active carbon will have a nonzerovalue. If, however, the
reaction occurs without dependenceon active carbon since the concentrationof
activationsites may be taken as constant,the order of the reactionis zero
with respect to carbon.

The above equationsgive reasonableapproximationsof k, although a much
broaderarray of n values exist and can be determined. For a single set of
C(t) data, determinationof k presents the problem of a singleequation in two
unknowns. Substitutingn obtained from the plot describedabove enables k to
be determined. However, on reducingTGA data, values of n = 0.5, I or 2
selected on the basis of agreementwith experimentaln generallygive
satisfactorymatches betweenexperimentaldata and theoreticalcurves making
it unnecessaryto use the precise value of n. In gasificationof complex
materialssuch as wood, coal, solid waste, etc., experiencehas shown that
fine resolution (e.g.,n = .9 or n = 1.7) is unnecessarysince it implies
greaterthan the experimentalaccuracy.

The thermogravimetricanalyses (TGA) of the steam gasificationreactions
were carried out on a commercial100 mg capacityDuPont 951TGA module, shown
in Figure A-I, interfacedto a DuPont 1090 thermoanalyzerdata station.
Selectedexperimentswere repeatedon a 10-gramcapacity TGA built at EERC.
The smaller scale kineticsexperimentsinvolved30 to 50 milligrams (dependent
on fineness of grind and wood density) of ground wood loaded on a sample pan
under argon flowing at 160 cc/min. The temperaturewas raised to a
predeterminedtarget temperatureof 700, 750 or 800°C at ~100°C/min. During
this temperatureincrease,the sample was devolatilized,producinga char, and
when the temperaturereachedthe target, excess steam flow was introduced
througha side arm into the sample chamber. The argon carrierflow was
reducedto ~ 60 cc/min for the durationof the experiment. When the char
weight reached < 50% of its originalvalue, the experimentwas terminated.
Total gas effluentwas collectedin a gas bag for analysisby gas
chromatography(GC). Weight, time, and temperaturewere automatically
recorded at 2, 3, or 6 second intervalsby the data stationon a floppydisk
for later processing. An exampleof data collectedduring one of the tests is
shown in Figure A-2.

Another essentialpropertyof a reactive char is the energy of
activation. Reaction rate is dependenton the number of atoms or moleculesin
the activated state. In gasificationreactivity studiesthe activationof
carbon controls the rate since the other reactant,steam, is in large excess
and presumablycontains an excess of activated steam molecules. Because the
number of active sites is a functionof temperature,increasingthe
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temperatureincreasesthe numberof active carbonswhich in turn increases
reaction rate. The char carbon reactivity in the absenceof reaction control
by mass transfer increaseswith increasingtemperatureallowing calculationof
energy of activation accordingto the theory of Arrhenius"

d(In k)/dT = E/RT2 or k = A e"E/RT [Eq. 6]

where k is the reactivity, A is the preexponential (frequency) factor, E is
the energy of activation, T is absolute temperature (°K) and R is the
universal gas constant. The physical interpretation of the preexponential
factor, A, which is also referred to as a frequency factor is not without some
rigor. The solution as given by W.C. McC. Lewis (I) suggests that A is equal
to the frequency of collisions between molecules for reactions of order > I in
which case the application of the term frequency is intuitively obvious. For
example, for a reaction between two molecules"

v = ze"E/RT in molecules cc"I sec"I [Eq. 7]

where z is the number of collisionsper second in I cc of gas and is given by
kinetic theory as

Z = nAnB(72AB[8r/KT((mA + mB)/mAmB)]I/2 [Eq. 8]

n's are the concentrations .GABis the averagemoleculardiameter,ma and mB
are molecular masses, and K Is the Boltzmannconstant. Since

v = knAnB [Eq. 9]

and

k = 02AB[8r/KT((mA + mB)/mAmB) ]I/2 e-E/RT [Eq. 10]

then

k : Ze "E/RT [Eq. 11]

where Z is the collisionnumber and for Arrheniustheory Z = A.

Energy of activation is calculatedfrom the slope of a plot of In k vs I/T
where the reaction is carriedout at a minimum of three temperaturesand where
the rate of conversionis assumedto be describedby Equation 2. The E's
measured in these experimentsare apparent energiesand, since they are
dependenton heating rate (amongother factors),are understoodto be apparent
procedural activationenergies. The preexponentialfactor,A, is the
interceptof the curve. The curve is linear when the reaction is under
chemical control and non-linearArrhenius plots may indicatea change in
reaction mechanismor mass transfercontrol of the reaction.

The TGA method has become a routine procedureat EERC for rapid and
inexpensivescreeningof large numbers of coals or woods,with and without
catalystsover ranges of temperaturesfor rough approximationof their
performanceas gasifier feedstock. An on-goingarea of fundamentalresearch
is the determinationof why differentcoals have widely different values of
reactivity,k. All work at EERC supports the contentionthat the major factor
in determiningk is the concentrationof active sites on the carbonaceous
matrix, at which variouscatalyticcations (K., Na" or Ca++, for example)are
or can be attached. FigureA-3 shows the effect of variationsin intrinsic
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catalysis for different coals, depending not only on the amount of catalytic
elements present as ash, but on the extent to which they are organically
bonded to active sites, as opposed to being in the form of stable mineral
grains. Coals with a generous surplus of active sites are amenable to greatly
enhanced reactivity by saturating the sites with mobile catalytic cations,
either during the gasification reaction, as in the case of the TGAdata of
Figure A-4, or by prior chemical impregnation. The entire array of potentially
practical combinations of coals, catalysts and gasification conditions
approaches infinity. The value of TGAanalysis is as a simple, minimal cost,
screening step, to select candidate combinations for more detailed and costly
testing, as indicated in Figure A-5.
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Figure A-4. Effects of different catalysts on reactivity of Velva lignite.
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APPENDIXB

TWO EXAMPLESOF COMPLETE PRINTOUTSFOR ANALYSIS
OF DATA FROM EERCS CONTINUOUSPROCESSUNIT (CPU),

OPERATINGIN THE GASIFICATIONMODE

Examples presented: Run M-224 (KOH-impregnatedWyodak coal in limestonebed)
and Run M-233 (KOH-impregnatedcoal in taconitebed)

The first sheet in each set is a condensationof raw, on-line data generated
by CPU operators. These data, plus laboratoryanalysesof all gas, solid, and
(if desired) liquid products are inputsto Lotus file CPUDATA.WKI,which
generates the minimum of five subsequentsheets.



GinsIn GinsOut Yields N Yields

_F (Coat/char) 1723.6 750.5 42.4 32.7 I/9/92

H20 in coat/Char 734.7 5.8 -42.3 -42.3

H20 in H20/Cond. 3384.0 3429.9 2.7 18.5 Run # M233

Ash 821.7 1019.7 11.5 0.3 | -Wyodak/Tacontte

Sulfur 69.4 69.4 0.0 0.0 Temp. 650 C

Ash(sulfur free) 752.3 950.3 11.5 0.3 Pressure 34.7 ps|a
i ! ! e le lilmOilil lille ell I Ot ill.Ill lllleml lllllim IOeeeeOli.ll e elllOlelim lull ell e.le

Cond. Total 29.06 1.69 1.82 % H20 28.4

|_-165 0.00 0.00 0.00 % Ar 0.0

<CI0 0.00 0.00 0.00 % N2 71.6

BXT 0.00 0.00 0.00 % NO 0.0

165-220 0.00 0.00 0.00 % _ 0.0

CI0-C12 0.00 0.00 0.00

Phenols 0.00 0.00 0.00Cresols 0,00 0.00 0,00

Naphthal. 0.00 0.00 0.00
220-375 0.00 0.00 0.00

C13-C22 0.00 0.00 0.00

C2-Phenot 0.00 0.00 0.00

Phyt erie 0. O0 0. O0 0. O0

375-550 0.00 0.00 0.00

C23-C30 0.00 0 •O0 0•O0

550-1000 0.00 0.00 0.00

At|phat|cs 0.00 0.00 0.00
Phenol |cs 0.00 0.00 0.00

BP>1000 0.00 0,00 0.00

Char Fines 0.00 0.00 0.00

Residue 0.00 0.00 0.00

--------------------------------------------------------------------- SCF

- Gas Total 13245.2 16410.7 183.7 89.0 81.3

H2 124.7 7.2 6.5 /,,8.5

C02 1302.3 75.6 68.0 23.0 J

C3H8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 f

_H6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

i-C4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

COS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

n-C4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

HZS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1-Bu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

t-2-Bu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

i -C5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

c-2-6u 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

n-C5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

C2H4 17.6 1.0 0.9 0.5

C2H6 18.9 1.1 1.0 0.5

02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

N2 13245.2 14723.0 85.7 0.9 0.5

CH4 100.8 5.8 5.3 4.9

CO 123.4 7.2 6.4 3.4

HH3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total 19909.2 21625.7 199.6 100.0

Mat. Balance 108.6

% toss to char1 0

% toss to char2 21

_Qtoss to t iq -16

% toss to gas 95
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EERC CONTINUOUS PROCESS UNIT - RAW DATA SUMMARY. PAGE (.')
THIS PAGE: ALL DATA FROM MILDGAS PERSONNEL.

- '92 RUN NO.: M-233Spreadsheet last edited/revi,=ed: March 3,
DATA SOURCE/USE CODE: DATE: 12-12-91
R = RAW LABORATORY DATA SHEETS AND NOTEBOOK Entered- 3 oc, o_

M = MILDGAS MAT'L BAL NORMALIZAI'ION SPREADSHEET.

A = ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE (PROX/ULT/XRFA/--), RPRTD P.I OR 2.
I = CALCTD. INPUTS TO FOLLOWING PAGES. NR = NOT REPORTED.

......... ATA'iTa..................................................UN iTS REPORTED CONVTD .

M Coal Wyodak
R Ma.,'. Particle Size. inch. 0.25 6.35 mm
M Bed Material Taconite

R Max. Particle Size. inch. 0.05 1.17 mm

R Co-f ed Catalyst KOH
M Durat. ion of run. Hrs. 4. O0
hl Temperature degC 650 1202 F
M Pressure PSIA 34.7(} 2.4 At,

M Coal Feed, MAF. gms 1723.6
I Lb/Hr. 0. 948

M Moisture in Coal. gms 734•7 22.4 %

M Ash in Coal. gms 821.7 25. 1 %
I Lb/Hr 0. 452

I Coal Feed, Raw/As Recvd. gms 3280.0
I Lb/Hr 1 • 804

M Sul fur• gins 69.4

M Product Gas (Dry, N2-free) . SCF 81.3 98.2 %
I SCFH 20

M H2 SCF 48.5 59.7 %

M CO SCF 3 4 4 "_ "'• . .. J.

M C02 SCF 23.0 28.3 :"

M CH4 SCF 4.9 6. (z)/.

M H2S SCF 0.0 O.f] %

R Bed Overflow Ash gm 1434.0

I Lb/Hr O. 789

R Fly Ash from Cyclone. gm 322.0
I Lb/Hr 0. 177

R Condensate gm 3459.0

I (Assume density of water) Lb/Hr 1.902

M Water In, as Steam. gm 3384.0
I Lb /Hr 1.861

M Nitrogen In. gm 13245•Q
I Lb/Hr 7. 285

M Total Water Out. gm 3435.7

I Difference. * % Input -16.6 %

M Nitrogen Out. gm 14723.0

I DiFference. * % Input Ii._ %

Reflects leakage &/or inacuracy of water and gas {low

measurement, before normalization of product gas flow.
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EERC CONTINUOUS PROCESS UNIT - RUN SUMMARY CALCULATIONS. PAGE i

RUN NO. : M-233 DATE: 12-12-91 DURATION: 4 HRS.

...........".'_"" INPUT DATA BLOCK << <<<< <<< <,"<<< <'

/ \ /- - \

: FEED SPECIFICATION : : FEED RATE (WHOLE): 1.80 LB/HR

: WYODAK _/o.7 % _ : FEED RATE (MAF): 0.95 LB/HR

: (H20: 28.6 %) i _ 6469.0 BTU/HR

(Ash: 4.9 %)_ _ BED TEMP.: 1202.0 deg F I

: (VM, MAF: 48.6 %): _ 650.0 deg C

: (FC, MAF: 51.4 %) : : PRESSURE: 20.0 PSIG
: (BTU/LB: 6824.0 ) I : STEAM/FC (MOLS) : 2. 1 :

CATALYST: 4.4 % : \ /

: NEW BED- _" \. _.-r).C) % : /
t BED: TACONITE : _ PRODCT* GAS/VAPOR: 20.33 SCFH

-- I : = 0.85 LB/HR

l COMBINED PROX., DRY _Calctd./ : (* Dry N2-free)
: (Prox./XRFA) :Predctd. : YIELD: 47.26 % OF FEED.

t V.M.: 39.22 % : 34.30 : YIELD: 89.94 % OF MAF. :

F.C.: 28.50 % : 36.20 :

: ASH: 32. _" 29.-."J % t 50 : N2: 7 28 LB/HR

: Total: 99.92 % I(Pre-run : 100.6(2) SCFH :

: COMBINED ASH ** t Target) : Steam: 39.98 SCFH :
: 47.50 % Si02 I 45.18 : Combined Flow: 201.35 ACFH :

: 3.5 _._% A1203 _ 3.21 : Fluidizing Vel.: i. 14 Ft/'sec :
28.00 % Fe203 : 26.83 : I

: 4.99 % CaD : 4.53 : (1)Mol% (2)Moi% Wt. % :

t 2.17 % MgO _ 1.74 t H2 60. I0 59.66 7.41 I
: 0.37 % Na20 I 0.38 : CO 4.20 4. 18 7._u_- I

: 8.87 % K20 : 15.13 ; C02 28.70 28.29 77.85 :

4.38 % S03 : 2.65 _ CH4 5.90 6.03 5.82 :

,:.')_-_ ..... C % Other _ 0 35 _ H2S 0 O0 0 O0 0 00

: _ _ C2/C2+ 0.90 1.66

: ULTIMATE, MAF _ : t
i C 71.63 % : : Total 99.80 I00.0C) :

t H 5.25 % _ _ (I) Lab (2) From :

S 0.64 % : : analysis. Page 0 I

O+N+Other --_ % I : AVG.FUEL VALUE, BTU/LB: 6265 :
\ / _ = BTU/SCF: 276 :

GAS INPU'FS : BTU/HR: 5342

STEAM: 1.86 LB/'HR \ /

0. 10 MOLS/HR LIQUID (ORGANIC) PRODUCTS

N2: 7.28 LB/HR /................................ \

--- : CONDENSATE: i. 90 LE_/'HR

GAS YIELD SUMMARY _ .: ORGANICS: 4.67 %

Lb/Lb : % SOLIDS: nr % :

WT. GAS/MAF FEED: 0. 899 _ ORGANICS: 0.09 LB/HR :

WT. GAS/FC CONSUMED: 2.471 _ % OF MAF FEED: 9.37 % :

WT. H2/MAF FEED: ,:').(:)67 :

WT. H2/FC CONSUMED: O. 183 ', /

WT. CH4/MAF FEED: 0. 052 % FC CONSUMED: 58.&3 %

WT. CH4/'FC CONSUMED: 0. 144 GAS BTU/FEED BTU: 83 %
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EERC CONTINUOUS PROCESS UNIT - RUN SUMMARY CALCULATIONS. PAGE 2
RUN NO. : M--_,_,

>......._.._..,.">> "._.>>.9."> SOL IDS ANALYS IS INPUT DATA <....4 ,"<<< << <<<<<< _,

/ .... \ / .... ,,,
FLY ASH FROM CYCLONE I I ASH

0.18 LB/HR (DRY) I /===> 52.50 % Si02 I

9.82 % OF FEED I If I 1.48 % A1203

I 0.04 LBx'I..'iR (MAF) I If I 38.80 % Fe203

V.M.: 18.40 /. I II I 2.55 ,'_CaO I

F.C. : 1.82 % I II I 0.47 % blgO
s-_ .t

I ASH: 79.78 % =====/ I 0._6 ,: Na20 I

I I I 3.40 % K20 I

I 3.78 % MAF FEED I I 0.54 % S03 I
I- I I 0.00 % Other I

I ULTIMATE (MAF> I \ /

I C 85.88 % I / ',,
I H 2.05 % I /===> ASH I
I N+O 11.20 % I I I I 47.50 % Si02 I
I S 0.79 % I II I 3. 15 / A1203 I

I I II I 31. 10 /. Fe203 I

\ I Ii I 3.27 / CaO I

I............ \ II I 1.53 ,_ MgO :
I BED OVERFLOW I II I 0.36 % Na20 I

I 0.79 LBIHR I II I 10.20 % K20 I

I 43.72 % OF FEED I II I 2.74 % S03 I
I 0.37 LB/HR (MAF) I II I 0. 15 % Other I

I V.M. : 16.20 % I I I \ --/

I F.C.: 30.46 % I II FIXED CARBON (from Pro'.:. Anal.)

I ASH: 53.52 % =====/ MAF FEED 0.95 LB/HR

I I MF FEED: 1.40 LB/HR

I I PIAF OUT: 0.40 Lb/Hr

I 38.82 % MAF FEED I MAF Consumed: 71. 12 ,:

I I FC IN * : 0.59 I.B/HR
I ULTIMATE (MAF) I FC OUT.

C 94.85 % I Cyclone: 0.00 LB/HR
I H 0.93 % I Bed OverTlow: 0.24 LB/HR

I N+O 3.31 % I Total: 0.24 LB/HR

I S 0.80 % I FC CONSUMED ** : 0.34 LBIHR

I I % o_: Feed: 58.63 ,".
\ / K" BAL. LB/HR-FT"3: 2.81

ASH BALANCE (LBiHR). (LBiHR) * FC IN: 0.05 bIOLS/HR

TOTAL IN: 0.45 0.0401 ** = dC/dt for Reactivity.
ASI4 OUT.

CYCLONE: 0.14 0. 0048 K in Feed: 0.00 MOLS/HR

OVERFLOW: 0.42 0.0431 KIFC Mol. Ratio: 0.02

TOTAL: 0.56 0. 0479 Total Carbon (from Ult. Anal.)

C in: 0.68 LB/HR

ACCNT'D.: 124.66 % 119.39 /. C out. Cyclone: 0.15 LB/HR
Overflow: 0.35 LB/HR

Volatile matter balance Total: 0.50 LB/HIR

on next page. TOTAL C CONSUMED: 0.18 LB/HR

% of Feed: 26.20 %
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EERC CONTINUOUS PROCESS UNIT - RUN SUMMARY CALCULATIONS. PAGE 3

RUN NO.: M-233

VOLATILE MATTER

VM in: 0.49 LB/HR

VIM out. Cyclone: C).(:)3LB/HR
Overflow: 0.06 LB/HR
Total: 0.09 LB/HR

TOTAL VM CONSUMED: 0.40 LB/HR

% OF fEED: 81%

Wt. Fraction Calculation

Avg. Mol. Wt. : 16.___ Mol % Wt. %

Density, Lb/SCF: 0.(:5419 H2 60 1.20 7.41
BTU/Lb. CO 4 1. 18 7.25

Calculated here = 6589 C02 29 12.63 77.85

From Lab. Anal. -- 6265 CH4 6 0.94 5.82

BTU/SCF= 276 H2S 0 0.00 0.00

Production, SCFH - 2(:5.33 C2/C2+ * 1 0.27 1.66
Lb/Hr = 0.85

Total 100 16 o_•_ 100.00

• All C2/C2+ assumed C2H6, if < I%.
Wt. % C in Gas = 30.04 %

WT. C OUT AS GAS = (:5.26 Lb/Hr

TOTAL C IN FEED = (:5.68 Lb/Hr -- Based on C in Ult. Anal.

C--> Gas Convrsn.= 37.71% -- incl. both FC and VM sources.

FC consumed = 0.34 Lb/Hr,

CARBON BALANCE.

C OUT, CYCLONE: (:5.031 Lb/Hr

C OUT, OVERFLOW: 0. 349 Lb/Hr

C ACCOUNTED FOR: 93.6 %

I BED DIMENSIONS

REPORTED PROBABLE WEIGHT OF BED MATERIAL. I Dia. = 3 "
LOW HIGI4 I Ht. = 30 "

I A, Ft .....2: (:5.05

2000.00 g 2256 .('50g I Ft" 3 = (:5.1__.

4.41 Lb 4.97 Lb I Liters = 1.39
I

FIXED CARBON IN BED: 1.34 Lb 1.51 Lb = C, Lb

-dC/dt (Lb/Hr) = kC, ASSUMING Ist ORDER (n = I), = 0.34 Lb/Hr

REACTIVITY, k - (dC/dt)/C = LOW: 0.257 I/Hr

HIGH: 0.228 i/Hr

AVG. : 0. 242 I/Hr
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I EERC CONTINUOUS PROCESS UNIT. RUN NO. M-233 I

I RUN SUMMARY SHEET DATE: II-19-91 I

I RUN SPECIFICATIONS. I

I Coal Feed: Wyodak Top Size= 6.35 mm I

I Bed Material: Taconite -Fop Size= I. 17 mm I

I Bed Make-up Rate: 2(:)% of Feed. I

I Co-fed Catalyst: KOH I
I 4 % of Feed. K/FC= 0.02 Mol/Mol I
I I

I TEMPERATURE: 65(]) degC H O/FC: " 11 Mol/Mol I

I 1202 degF I
I PRESSURE: 34.7 PSIA DURATION 4.0 Hours I

I 2.4 Atm SHUT-DOWN Planned. I

I COAL FEED. I

I Moisture (Raw): 28.60 % Feed, Raw 1.80 Lb/Hr I

I Ash (Raw>: 4.90 % Feed, MAF 0.95 Lb/Hr ',
I Volatiles, MAF: 48.60 % MAF Convrtd.: 71.12 _i I

I FC, MAF: 51.40 % FC Convrtd. : 58.63 }i (i) I
I I

I PRODUCT GAS (Normalized blol. %). I

I H2 60. 10 % I

I CO 4.20 % Gas Yield Summary: Lb/Lb I
I C02 28.70 % Wt. GaslMAF Feed: 0.9(]) I

I CH4 5.90 % Wt. Gas/FC Consumed: 2.47 I

I H2S 0.00 % Wt. H21MAF Feed: 0.07 I

I C2/C2+ 0.90 % Wt. H21FC Consumed: 0. 18 I

I ---% Wt. CH41MAF Feed: 0.05 I
I Total 99.80 % Wt. CH4/FC Consumed: 0.14 I

I I

I BTUISCF: 276 ',

I I

_.4_. 11Hr II EFFECTIVE REACTIVITY: 0. _ o

I Volumetric Throughput Capacity = 2.81 LbiHr-Ft'"'3 I

I ;i), If bed expanded 0.1 °-'_,.,to O. 199 Ft'3, to achieve 95% FC I

I conversion, vol. capacity would = 1.73 Lb/Hr-Ft'3 I
I I

I ACCURACY/VALIDITY. I

', Input N2 accounted for: 111.2 % (2) I

I Input water accounted for: 83.4 % I

I Input Ash accounted for: 124.7 % ',
I Input Carbon accounted for: 93.6 "/ I
I I

I (2) As-measured raw gas flow adjusted to maPe this closure = i00/'. I

I to establish "normalized" product gas _low.
\ - /
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GemsIn Gal Out Yields N Yields

NAF (Coat/char) 1867.9 875.0 46.8 61.3 215192

H20 in coat/Char 790.5 2.0 -42.2 -42.2

H20 in H20/Cond. 3276.2 2639.6 -34.1 -11.9 Run # N224

_ Ash 621.6 705.0 4.5 0.0 i -lgyodak/Limest

Sulfur 67.8 67.8 0.0 0.0 Temp. 700
Ash(sulfur free) 553.8 637.1 6.5 0.0 Pressure 89.7
I e ii el lltiJJl JillelliJllll Iilllilttl I! ill Jill el ll II jill i i I i Ilili Illlllll Jilliilil

Cor¢l. Total 22.40 1.20 1.39 X H20 11.6

|bp- 165 0.00 0.00 0.00 _, Ar 0.0

<C10 0.00 0.00 0.00 _ N2 88.4

BXT O.O0 O.O0 O.O0 Z NO O.0
165-220 0.00 0.00 0.00 X C02 0.0

C10-C12 0.00 0.00 0.00

Phenols 0.00 0.00 0.00

Cresols 0.00 0.00 0.00

Naphthst. 0.00 0.00 0.00
220-375 0.00 0.00 0.00

C13-C22 0.00 0.00 0.00

C2-Phenol 0.00 0.00 0.00

Phytere O.O0 0. O0 O.O0
375-550 0.00 0.00 0.00

C23-C30 O.O0 0. O0 0. O0

550-1000 0.00 0.00 0.00

At iphat|cs 0.00 0.00 0.00

Phenotlca 0.00 0.00 0.00

BP>1000 0.00 0.00 0.00

Char Fines 0.00 0.00 0.00

Residue 0.00 0.00 0.00

"''"'"------'----------------------------------------- .... ------- SCF

- Gas Total 38956.0 45902.8 371.9 101.5 110.9

H2 181.2 9.7 8.6 69.6

C02 1504.2 80.5 71.7 26.3

C3H8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

C3H6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

i-C4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

COS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

n-C4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

H2S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1-Bu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

t-2-Bu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

i-C5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

c-2-Bu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

n-C5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

C2H4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

C2H6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

N2 38956.0 43793.5 259.0 1.0 0.6

CH4 136.7 7.3 6.5 6.6

CO 287.2 15.4 15.7 7.9

NH3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-..............................................................................

Total 45512.2 50146.8 348.1 90.1

Mat. Balance 110.2

X toss to char1 0

X Loss to char2 4

_. Loss to Liq -9
Y. toss to gas 109
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EERC CONTINUOUS PROCESS UNIT - RAW DATA SUMMARY. PAGE 0
THIS PAGE: ALL DATA FROM MILDGAS PERSONNEL.

Spreadsheet last edited/revised: March 3, '92 RUN NO.: M-224
DATA SOURCE/USE CODE: DATE: 12-9-91

R -" RAW LABORATORY DATA SHEETS AND NOTEBOOK. Entered: _.0-9-9.
M = MILDGAS MAT'L BAL NORMALIZATION SPREADSHEET.

A = ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE (PROX/ULT/XRFA/--), RPRTD P. 1 OR 2.
I = CALCTD. INPUTS TO FOLLOWING PAGES• NR = NOT REPORTED•

- • • • i • . • m • • m • m . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • m m • • • • m . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • m • I • • •

DATA ITEM UNITS REPORTED CONVTD.

M Coal Wyodak Subbt.
R Max. Particle S_ze. inch. 0.25 6.35 mm
M Bed Material Limestone

R Ma':. Particle Size• inch• 0.07 1.65 mm

R Impregnated Catalyst KOH
R Duration of run. Hrs. 4.00

_9 _M Temperature degC 700 i_ _ F
M Pressure PSIA 90 6. 1 At,

M Coal Feed, MAF. gms 1862.9
I Lb/Hr. 1. 025

M Moisture in Coal. gms 790.5 24. i %

M Ash in Coal. gms 621.6 19.0 %
I Lb/Hr c].342

I Coal Feed, Raw/As Recvd. gms 3275.0
I Lb/Hr i•801

M Sul fur. gms 67.8

M Product Gas (Dry, N2-free). SCF iI_2_.9 99.5 %
I SCFH 28 ........"'""......".........."
M H2 SCF 69.6 62.8 Y
M CO SCF 7.9 7'.1 %

M C02 SCF 26.3 23.7 %

M CH4 SCF 6.6 6. _-_/

M H2S SCF 0.0 0.0 %

R Bed Overflow Ash gm 745
I Lb/Hr 0. _9

R Fly Ash from Cyclone. gm 416.0
I Lb/Hr 0. 229

R Condensate gm _6_ .0
I (Assume density of water) Lb/Hr 1.464

o_76.2M Water In, as Steam• gm "_
I Lb /Hr 1.8_.]_

M Nitrogen In. gm 38956.0
I Lb/Hr 21. 426

M Total Water Out. gm 2641.6

I Difference. * % Input -35.0 %

M Nitrogen Out. gm 43793.5

I Difference. * % Input 12.4 ,'_

• Reflects leakage &/or inacuracy of water and gas flow

measurement, before normalization of product gas flow.
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EERC CONTINUOUS PROCESS UNIT - RUN SUMMARY CALCULATIONS. PAGE 1

RUN NO. : M-224 DATE: 12-9-91 DURATION: 4 HRS.

>>>>>, ,,>>, ,, , .......,, ,'.,.INPUT DATA BLOCK <<<<<<<, <<< <<< <

/............ \ /..... \,

FEED SF'ECIFICATION I I FEED RATE (WHOLE) : 1.80 LB/HR I

WYODAK 75.7 % I I FEED RATE (MAF): 1.02 LB/HR I

(H20: 28.6 %) I I 8398.6 BTU/HR

(Ash: 4.9 %) I I BED TEMP. : 1292.0 deg F I

I (VM, MAF: 48.6 %) I I 700.0 deg C '.

(FC, MAF: 51.4 %) I I PRESSURE: 75.0 PSIG I
(BTU/LB: 8197.0 ) I I STEAM/FC (MOLS) : 2.:3 :

I CATALYST: 4.3 % I \ x'

NEW BED: 20. <)',. I /-- ..... ,,

I BED: LIMESTONE I I PRODCT* GAS/VAPOR: .,.,' , SCFH I
: I 1 (. u LB/HR I

I COMBINED PROX., DRY ICalctd./ l (* Dr,/ N2-free)
I (Prox./XRFA) IPredctd. I YIELD: 58.04 7 OF FEED. I

I V.M. : 46.32 % I 34.30 I YIELD: i(32.04 % OF MAF. I

I F.C. : 28.70 % I 36.-'C)_ I I

ASH: 24.98 % I 29.50 I N2: 21.43 LB/HR I

I Total: 100.00 % I,:Pre-run I 295.88 SCFH I

I COMBINED ASH I Target) I Steam: 38.71 SCFH I
I 1_-.60 % Si02 I 6.26 I Combined Flow: 195.43 ACFH I

I 8.20 % A1203 I 2.51 I Fluidizing Vel. : I. Ii Ftlsec I
I 4 50 % _ "_. Fe-.O._, I I. 88 I .... ',
I 12.00 % CaO I 68.64 I (1)Mol>: (2)Moi% blt. 7. I

I 4.50 7 MgO I 2. 19 I H2 63.86 62.76 8.76 I
I 0.90 % Na20 I (-).39 I CO 5.33 7. 12 10.24 I

I 47.70 % K20 I 14.98 I C02 24.57 23.72 74. 15 I

I 8.7(]_ % S03 I 2.73 I CH4 6.25 5.95 6.86 I

I 0.9<) % Other I 0.42 I H2S <_.00 0.00 0.00 I

I .... I I C21C2+ O. O0 0..:]0 I

I ULTIMATE, MAF I I I
I C 64.00 % I I Total 100.01 100.00 I

I H 3.82 % l I (i) Lab. (2) From I

I S 0.45 ;': I I Analysis Page 0 I

O+N+Other 31.71% I I AVG.FUEL VALUE, BTU/LB: 6265 I
\ / I = BTUISCF: 280 I

L._-r---C)GAS INPUTS I BTU/HR: ouu,. I

STEAM: 1.80 LBIHR \ I
0.10 MOLS/HR LIQUID (ORGANIC) PRODUCTS

N2: 21.43 LB/HR I -\

I CONDENSATE: 1.46 LB/HR I

GAS YIELD SUMMARY 1% ORGANICS: 4.28 % I

Lb/Lb I % SOLIDS: NR % I

WT. GAS/MAF FEED: 1.020 I ORGANICS: 0. (')6LB/HR I

WT GAS,"FC CONSUMED" . i.882 I % OF MAF FEED: 6 1° % I

biT. H2,"MAF FEED: O. 089 I I

WT. H21FC CONSUMED: 0._°_'° \ /
WT. CH4/MAF FEED: <).070 % FC CONSUMED: 69.43 %
WT. CH4/FC CONSUMED: 0. 198 GAS BTU/FEED BTU: % 77.99 %
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EERC CONTINUOUS PROCESS UNIT - RUN SUMMARY CALCULATIONS. PAGE 2

RUN NO. : M-224 >>>>> SOLIDS ANALYSIS INPUT DATA <<<<<<

/ \ / \,
: FLY ASH FROM CYCLONE I /====> ASH

: 0. 10 LB/HR (DRY) : : : I 7.56 % Si02 ',

: 5.55 % OF FEED I II ', 3.36 % A1203

: 0.06 LB/HR (MAF) : :: : 2.44 % Fe203 ',
V. M. : 38 27 "/. ,. I :: I 61.50 % CaD

F.C. : 17.35 % : I: : 3. 17 /. blgO ',
I ASH: 44.38 % =====/ I 0.39 % Na20 ',

: : 19.40 % K20 ',
', 5.43 % MAF FEED : : 1.92 ," SOE, ',
: I : 0.26 ,,: Other :
: ULTIMATE (MAF) : \, /

: C 62.85 % : / --;

I H I. 14 % _ /====> ASH I
I N+O 36.C) I % I I I I 7.46 % Si02 I
I S 0.00 % I II I 2.88 % A1203 I

I I If I 2.20 % Fe203 ' I
\ /' I I I 69.20 % CaD l

/ ...... \, I I I 2.45 7 blgO
I BED OVERFLOW ', I _ I 0.33 % Na20

I (:).77 LB/HR _ I I I 13.20 % K20
: 42.75 % OF FEED I I I I 2.04 % SO.'X I
I 0.43 LB/HR (MAF) I I I > 0.24 7 Other I
I V.M. : 36.89 % I II \, /

: F.C.: 18.49 % : :I FIXED CHREON_ ( (Trom Pro>:. Anal. )

: ASH: 44.65 % ..... / MAF FEED 1.02 LB/HR

: I MF FEED: 1.37 LB/HR
l I MAF OUT: 0.48 Lb/Hr

I 41.62 % MAF FEED _ blAF Consumed: 64.7(:) %

I - --I FC IN * : (3.52 LB/HR

ULTIMATE (MAF) : FC OUT.

I C 65. ii % I Cyclone: 0. C)2 LB/HR
: H 0.63 % I Bed Overflo_: (:).14 LB/HR

I N+O 34.26 % l Total: 0.16 LB/HR

I S 0.C)0 % I FC CONSUMED ** : C).36 LB/HR
I I 7. of Feed: 69.43 7.
\, - / K BAL. LB/HR-FT 3: 2.96

ASH BALANCE ,:LB/HR). ,,'LB/HR) * FC IN: 0.C)4 MOLS/HR

TOTAL IN: (:).34 0.1631 ** = dC/dt for Reactivity.
ASH OUT.

CYCLONE: 0.04 0. C)086 I< in Feed: 0.00 blOLS/HR
OVERFLOW: 0.34 0. 0454 % K/FC Mol. Ratio: 0.10

TOTAL: C).39 0. 0540 TOTAL CARBON (from Ult. Anal.)

C in: 0.66 LB/HR

ACCNT'D. : I13.54 % 33. Ii % C But. Cyclone: 0.(:)4 LB/HR
Overflow: C).50 LB/HR

Volatile matter balance Total : C).54 LB/HR

on next page. TOTAL C CONSUMED: C).1_ LB/HR

% of Feed: 18.12 %
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EERC CONTINUOUS PROCESS UNIT - RUN SUMMARY CALCULATIONS. PAGE 3
RUN NO. : M-s=4

VOLATILE MATTER

VM in: 0.53 LB/HR

VM out. Cycl one: 0. (])2LB/HR
Overflow: 0.28 LB/HF(

Total: 0.31 LB/HR
TOTAL VM CONSUMED: 0.22 LB/IdR

% of Feed: 42 %

GAS CALCULATIONS.

Wt. Fraction Calculation

Avg. Mol. Wt. : 14.58 Mol % Wt. %

Density, Lb/SCF: 0.0377 142 64 1.28 8.76

BTU/Lb. CO 5 1.49 i0.24

Calculated here = 7433 C02 25 10.81 74. 15

From Lab. Anal. = 6265 CH4 6 1.0(]) 6.86

BTU /SCF= 280 H2S 0 L}.00 O. 00

Production., SCFH = 27.73 C2/C2+ * 0 0.00 0.00
Lb/Hr = 1.05 .................

T ota i 100 14.58 100.00

• All C2/C2+ assumed C2H6, if < i%
Wt. % C in Gas = 29.75 %

WT. C OUT AS GAS = 0.31 Lb/Hr

TOTAL C IN FEED = 0.66 Lb/Hr ....Based on C in Ult. Anal.

C--> Gas Convrsn.= 47.43 % -- incl. both FC and VM sources.
FC consumed = O. 12 Lb/Hr

Wt. VM Consumed = 0.__°° Lb,"Hr

CARBON BALANCE.

C OUT, CYCLONE: 0.035 Lb/Hr

C OUT, OVERFLOW: 0.278 Lb/Hr
C ACCOUNTED FOR: 95. 1 %

BED DIMENSIONS

REPORTED PROBABLE WEIGHT OF BED MATERIAL. I Dia. = 3

LOW HIGH l Ht. = 30

Ft ''"._: 0 " _I A, - .',J,J
2000.00 g 2256.00 g I Ft"3 = 0. 12

4.41 Lb 4.97 Lb I Liters = 1.39

FIXED CARBON IN BED: 0.82 Lb 0.92 Lb I

-dC/dt (Lb/Hr) = kC, ASSUMING l,_stORDER (n = i), = 0.36 Lb/Hr
REACTIVIT',', _ = (dC/dt)/C = LOW: 0.445 I/Hr
("C" = FC) HIGH: 0.394 i/Hr

AVG. : 0. 420 i/Hr
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EERC CONTINUOUS PROCESS UNIT. RUN NO. M-224

I RUN SUMMARY SHEET DATE: ii-19-911

RUN SPECIFICATIONS. I

Coal Feed: Wyodak Subbt. Top Size= 6.35 mm I

Bed Material : Limestone Fop Size= 1.65 mm I

Bed Make-up Rate: 2(:)% oF Feed.
Co-Fed Catalyst: KOH I

I 4 % of Feed. K/FC= 0. 10 Mol/Mol

TEMPERATURE: 700 degC H20/FC: 2.3(:> Mol/Mol I
1__9_ degF I

PRESSURE: 89.7 PSIA DURATION 4.0 Hours I

I 6.1 Atm SHUT-DOWN Planned. I

I COAL FEED. I

I Moisture ,.'Raw): 28.60 % Feed: Raw 1.80 Lb/Hr I

I Ash (Raw) : 4.9(:} % Feed, MAF 1.02 Lb/Hr I
Volatiles_ MAF: 48.6(:) % MAF Convrtd.: 64.70 % I

FC, MAF: 51.40 % FC Convrtd.: 69.43 % (i) I

PRODUCT GAS (Normalized Mol. %). I

H2 63.86 % I

I CO 5.33 % Gas Yield Summary: Lb/Lb I
I C02 24.57 % Wt. Gas/MAF Feed: 1.02 I
I CH4 6.25 % Wt. Gas/FC Consumed: 2.88 I
I H2S 0.00 % Wt. H2/MAF Feed: 0.09 I

I C2/C2+ 0.00 % Wt. H2/FC Consumed: 0.25 I

I -% Wt. CH4/MAF Feed: 0.07 I
: Total 100.01 % Wt. CH4/FC Consumed: 0.2(:} I

I

I BTU/SCF: 280 I
I

I EFFECTIVE REACTIVITY: 0.420 i/Hr ',

Volumetric Throughput Capacity = 2.96 Lb/Hr-Ft'3 I

I ':i) If bed expanded 0.123 to (:>.168 Ft"3_ to achieve 95% FC I

I conversion_ vol. capacity would = 2.16 Lb/Hr-Ft .....3 I

I ACCURACY/VALIDiTY. I

I Input N2 accounted for: II'_._.4% (2) I

I Input water accounted for: 65.0 %

I Input Ash accounted for: 113.5 % I
I Input Carbon accounted for: 95.1 % I
I I
I (2) As-measured raw gas .low adjusted to make this closure = 100% I

I to establish "normalized" product gas _low. I
\- _ /
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